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Obsolescence Of The Future. Canecapovolto &
Malastrada.film

Alessio Galbiati

Interview and article originally
published in full version in ‘RC
Speciale Canecapovolto’ – Rapporto
Confidenziale – Digital Magazine on
the film culture, directed by Alessio
Galbiati (assistant to DigiMag and
member of the Network of Digicult)
issue26, June / July 2010 pp.28-41
(www.rapportoconfidenziale.it)

What follows is a double-multiple

interview with canecapovolto and

malastrada.film (Alessandro

Gagliardo) originally included in a

special report by Rapporto

Confidenziale on the art of the

autonomous brotherhood named

canecapovolto.

The stimulus which put me on the

track of this “cultural product” is the

publication, last winter, of the

anthology of the works by

canecapovolto: The Future is Obsolete

[1992-2002], published (in limited

edition) by (some friends)

malastrada.film (in collaboration with

the Gianluca Collica gallery and RISO,

Museum of Contemporary Art of

Sicily). Three DVDs and a book of

reviews of the first ten years of audio-

visual production by the artistic group

from Catania.

It is an issue that brings to life, once

again, three glorious VHS which went

out of date too soon. It restores them

before their extinction. And it also

broadens the debate about them

thanks to an invaluable volume (a little

one) which includes some critical

reflections by Adriano Aprà, Vito

Campanelli, Massimo Causo, Sandra

Lischi, Livio Marchese, Helga Marsala

Salviano Miceli, Roberto Silvestri and

Malastrada. film
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The cinematic production of

Canecapovolto is for experienced

people, it is difficult to watch, it is

underground, karst, borderline, or, if

you prefer, experimental. The seminal,

experimental, artisan cinema by this

collective which produces motion

pictures (it was founded in ’92 by

Alessandro Aiello and Enrico Aresu

and Alessandro De Filippo joined

them in ’96) tends to escape the

understanding, working on the

meaning and the senses by

subtraction; in other words the

meaning becomes the battlefield

within which the conflicts produced

by the show society explode; this is

the true constant target of all the

production of this collective.

The point of view of Canecapovolto’s

positions itself therefore in a

situationist vision. The cinematic

production of Canecapovolto is a

cinema which breaks the rules against

the standard methods of production

of the contemporary culture, which is

lived as a tool of annihilation of

individuals and minds. Every short and

long movie

shows a little debris produced by the

tricks of a tyrannical system which

controls society, which reminds us of

the cinema of Ciprì and Maresco,

either because of the frequent use of

a claustrophobic black and white and

a common preference for apocalyptic

sets (and Not at all integrated), with

the background of the same years of

the nineties. But the reference to the

cinema by Canecapovolto is the New

American Cinema and not, as for the

Sicilian couple (which exploded), the

cynical comedy half-way between

Svankmajer and a movie with Franchi

and Ingrassia.

One of the main features of the

cinematic production of

Canecapovolto is the relentless work

of research on media and formats.

This, in the abovementioned

anthology, ranges from the first

experiments in painting on Super8

film,

which derives clearly from the work

by Stan Brakhage, until the works of

2000 – 2002, included in the Drone
series, which go beyond the cinema

itself in the form of audio-video

elements, heterogeneous and

random, of the duration of thirty

seconds: “It is a frame which can be

disassembled and reassembled as you

like in which fiction, abstract cinema,

found footage and documentaries

shot in super-8 and dv determine
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narrative areas, random episodes.”

What is clear from the vision and the

reading of the elements of this

anthology is that the research by

Canecapovolto is focused on the

social conflict inside the show society.

This is realised through a research

which measures itself with détournate

theoris of Guy Debord, détourning

them through an absorbtion of his

way of thinking within Canecapovolto

itself, a machine which products

meaning. A meaning which is cinema,

which is linguistic and aesthetic

research but above all, politics.

Alessio Galbiati: 
The future is obsolete

looks like a reissue, a technological

update of the different visions of the

cinematic production of by

canecapovolto, from VHS to DVD,

with the addition of a volume of

critics in which, in the preface,

canecapovolto himself reveals the

nature of his action and tells about

restoration work carried out. What

major restorations were carried out?

canecapovolto: When Malastrada.film

proposed to us to edit a copy of the

three volumes of The future is
obsolete, we immediately thought

about a number of technical and

quality matters we had to face and

sort out in order to get to the final

result. It should be noted that the first

two of the three volumes of The
future is obsolete (which we originally

self-produced) were released on VHS

and the works were edited with

analogical technologies, also adding

some materials taken from  original

sources such as cassettes and VHS. So

when we realised we could not  trace

back to the sources we understood

that a delicate reinterpretation of the

short-movies, especially for audio

parts was necessary. This is why some

soundtracks, in respect to the original

sources, wereexactly and precisely

reconstructed.

Alessio Galbiati: Malastrada.film

measured itself for the first time with

an editorial retrospective. I guess the

idea was born from a direct

relationship with the authors, but

knowing you, I would like to know

how much of Malastrada is in The
future is obsolete? Why did you cross

path with canecapovolto?

Alessandro Gagliardo:  The

relationship of knowledge is the result

of an interest in the practice of

canecapovolto in its entirety. The

self-distribution of the beginning, but
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even more the ability to constantly

intend research as a fundamental

element for the creation of visual

objects, for a period of almost twenty

years, established the prerequisites

for a curiosity to learn, discover and

compare (with them) navigation and

experimentation paths. Thus the idea

of an anthology edition takes life: at

first it was designed as an opportunity

of study to be released. We started

from the beginning re-working the

works of their first ten years of

activity; but because of the ongoing

activities by canecapovolto, now

more than ever, they deserve (and this

makes you think!) two or three

editions of this type!

Alessio Galbiati: A limited edition DVD

is a commercial product designed for

a niche public, for a small circle of

experienced people. At the  same

time, the existence of a support will

allow an easier movement of your

work in contexts probably

unthinkable. What is the audience

with whom you’d like to get in touch?

Alessandro Gagliardo: The existence

of the niche often arouses immediate

feelings of cultural restrictions and

economic segregation, while the mass

distribution is still seen as the missed

obstructed and denied opportunity. It

is never seen objectively as the

scenarium of generalized

equivalences, as the engine of

dehumanizing dynamics or the

schizophrenic jumble of rotten

relationships. Reading the “curriculum

vitae” of canecapovolto, or the ones of

other authors who were spread by

malastrada.film, there are dozens of

screenings, festivals, exhibitions, press

articles, speeches in lectures,

workshops, etc: this is to say that very

often the niche is a much broader

system of references to what the term

itself should now indicate.

In this sense, the consideration about

the visibility/invisibility of a movie can

be accommodated only within a

context where between the concrete

parameters of the circuitry (which can

also be exchange tête-à-tête) you

consider numerical issues,

proclamations, movements sketched

for a common purpose which hide

specific individual interests: a

perspective to which in these years I

felt very close, sometimes even being

its developer. But not now. I think the

human niche is something more

authentic, I find this kind of shadow

zone a bit more intimate. It is an area

of lack of control, in which the sphere
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of public domain does not prevail the

most authentic intent in operating.

For this reason I do not think the issue

will facilitate the contact with

unimaginable situations, but always

the work done and the one which we

are doing now in terms of creation

and visual theory will do it. The box is

therefore an organic tool which testify

a phase of the action by

canecapovolto, which in this

particular case, as always, in my

opinion chases the audience rather

than the phantom of the public.

Alessio Galbiati: Il futuro è obsoleto is
also a critical volume on the cinematic

production of canecapovolto with

texts by Adriano Aprà, Sandra Lischi,

Massimo Causo, Vito Campanelli,

Helga Marsala, Livio Marchese,

Salviano Miceli and Roberto Silvestri.

How was this book conceived? How

did you come to this selection of

critical essays?

Alessandro Gagliardo: These essays

by different people unite our paths,

we are friends. We are all people who

always managed to maintain a critical

eye with regards to the surroundings

and who, on several occasions and in

different ways, have always wanted to

give a critical contribution to the work

of each other. This anthology and

these reflections are first of all an

honour, then an interesting “scientific

support”.

Alessio Galbiati: Moving images are

subject primarily to physical laws. The

supporting structure of the display,

which can be film, video or a digital

representation degrades over time. In

your experience, and especially in

refer to the anthology we are

debating about, what different

mutations did you find? Are you

thinking of a sort of

system for storing your films?

Alessandro Gagliardo: With your

reflection on digital preservation you

are answering your own first two

questions. Cinema as a material

degrades exactly like a book or an old

iron travel razor dated early 1800s. I

agree with the idea of a dramatic

historical mistake but not for its

troublesomeness which only is

another thing to get anxious about. A

historical mistake which is pursued is

the genesis of a entropy: if we lose

everything, we can do it all again,

maybe simply with an open mind and

differently: the history of images is far

older than daguerreotypes or
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celluloid. But I do not think DVD is the

real problem; this support will

disappear in a short time; the file is

what really matters. Just consider the

development of the systems for

recording images. We are gathering

together tons of hard disks. It is the

first time in history that such a lot of

recording systems have a mass

distribution.

That is to say that the preservation of

the image still is something to be

solved. Photographers keep the

negatives to be sure of the possibility

to reproduce their pictures. Today we

should mirror a lifetime’s

accumulation of data, a back-up of

images and of all the other digital

tracks (Acquisitions, text, audio, etc)

hoping that once the first hd is dead

the other one will save us. It is difficult

to say what this mean in practical

terms. I think that the 3 terabytes of

information I have accumulated over

the last six years, according to the

principle of conservation of

substance, should already be 6, In fact

they should have doubled. If I apply

this discussion to an entire life, I

should imagine a refrigerated room in

my apartment where I can store what

I call my himmag, my digital

transcendence, which my sons and

daughters will deal with afterwards.

It sounds like science fiction, but

clearly it is not. On the other hand we

do not know how long the servers

(usually far away and not directly

under our control) will be inviolable.

Moreover we are evolving as a

species:

We should understand how we can

face death without any kind of drama,

Probably in this direction the future

could seem less obsolete.

Alessio Galbiati: The third DVD

contains seven short films from the

series called drone. What are they

about?

canecapovolto: They were the first

studies on the modular structures and

on the need for classification of still

and moving images, texts, sounds and

music. Then the discussion got to the

extreme “Stereo_towards Infinite”:

the video that never dies, the video

which is never finished. It is made up

of some editings which are in

chronological order. Each of them is

linked to a unique projection-event.

This system was the way in which we

were able to extend the “random”

method from cd to dvds (in that case

the machine performed the final
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editing of the work)

Alessio Galbiati: Generally speaking all

your audiovisual production is

continuously related to the concept of

seriality. Your own cinema is

frequently conceived as a serial

product almost as if the thought that

generates it is searching for possible

meaning of the apparent chaos of

inspiration and results in this

recurrence. Why? Is it a deliberate

choice, attitude or what? Are we still

within the logic of criticism to the

show society?

canecapovolto: We have a cult of

seriality in our DNA simply because

we believe that any “cell” of

information

never cease to own some

communicative potential. We are not

trying to find a meaning in the chaos

of inspiration therefore, it is all about

its exact contrary: opening up to the

chaos that is capable of generating a

single information depending on its

position and its agreement with

others. “Stereo_towards Infinity” is

the apotheosis of seriality and

structure, but before that, some

sound works designed for a random

listening or videos like “The word

which deletes”, experienced

repetition as a possibility of liberation

for the spectator. We critisize the

consumption of information as a

performance of communication which

is given to the spectator as a

homeopathic medicine

Alessio Galbiati: Which artists and

filmmakers do you feel closer to your

own artistic research?

canecapovolto: Of course Alberto

Grifi, the “Situationists” and recently

the “plagi-ariste” practices by the

group Praxis.

http://www.canecapovolto.it

http://www.malastrada.film

http://www.rapportoconfidenziale.it

http://www.cinemautonome.org
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Dream Addictive. Designing A Sound Ecology
Felipe Zuniga

Dream Addictive is a collaborative

project in the context of the

relationship between art and

technology, founded back in 2003 in

Tijuana, Mexico by Carmen González

and Leslie García, both with a solid

background in the field of applied

sciences, physical computing, visual

programming and independent

hardware production. These elements

made them particularly sensitive to

the development of artistic works in

interaction design, highlighting the

possible dialogue between the reality

of the audience and the simulation

provided by the machines.

In my opinion, their work is one of the

most relevant in terms independent

electronic arts in Mexico. The Dream

Addictive practice is based on an

extremely careful process that

considers every aspect of the final

outcome. Their projects have gained

momentum in time specially in terms

of the articulation of the technical and

pedagogical with a striking clarity that

makes very accessible in the way they

produce without sacrificing elaborate

conceptual implications. This aspect

allows “spectators” to turn into

dynamic collaborators of the whole

process of design, interaction and

interpretation of each work.

Sensitive to environmental issues of

recycling and reusing of old

technologies, all their works are

realized under the Open Source

phylosophy, following the principles

for which the distribution and sharing

of knowledge can be the driving force

for the development of new

significant projects in multiple

directions. Also for this reason, they

are active members of Upgrade

International network, through which

they organize meetings, concerts and

exhibitions, teaching in workshops,

professional training and labs,

contributing to the dissemination of

electronic culture in Mexico and

beyond.
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So we decided to interview the Dream

Addictive duo, taking a cue from their

latest beautiful project Jardin Solar

(Solar Garden) which seems to be

rapresentative of a path of growth

and artistic maturity in accordance

with the open and sustainable current

issues and philosophies.

Felipe Zuniga: I would like you to give

us a brief introduction to one of your

latest projects Solar Garden.

Carmen González: Solar Garden is a

research project on self-sustainable

sculptures made for public space

intervention. We have worked with

these sculptures as musical

instruments and as interaction

interfaces. In relation to electronics,

as developer artists, we were

interested in having sustainable

pieces to include recycling matters.

Leslie García:  We also considered the

useful life of the work. How long can a

piece survive by itself without

external intervention for its

subsistence? Taking into

consideration the context of classic,

modern and contemporary art, for

example, such as the case of painting

which has a quality of endurance

since it really does not need any

maintenance to just “be.” In our case

we wondered, what would happen if

the electricity went out? The work

would cease to exist as an experience.

In this sense, sustainability relates to

providing a longer usage life to the

piece as well as making it more

independent in terms of energy

consumption.

Carmen González: All the pieces in

Solar Garden have sound, some are

purely electronic and the others

include code. The main line of work is

“open source” research by either

recovering, modifying, or

reinterpreting the existing code in

order to make it available. At the

same time, we explore sustainability

matters, and finally we also carefully

experiment with interface design. We

both insist on the physical design of

the piece because it is the way people

relate to the work in physical space,

and how this space is shared with the

sound.
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Felipe Zuniga: Could we talk about

the role of the user/collaborator? How

do the interfaces work in relation to

the potential users in the physical

space?

Carmen González:I think there are

different types of users which relate

to the different levels of each piece.

For example, when we have

collaborated with musicians they

consider the pieces as musical

instruments. Some people try to

comprehend the electronic part, and

then there are others who ignore

everything about music and

electronics.

So, people approach the pieces

depending on their background and

the information they have. I believe

that everyone is impressed with the

sound and physical interaction. That is

why the interfaces are so important.

Their shapes have a retro-futuristic

and poetic intention. For me, there

are no passive spectators, all of them

interact with the artworks, and some

understand their technical sense

while others engage in with the

aesthetic aspect . In the end, we deal

with electronics as artists, not as

engineers, aesthetics are important to

us.

Leslie García:The Solar Garden design

celebrates the development of the

first electronic instrument, the

Theremin. Also, the emergence of

mass produced electronic instruments

such as synthesizers and sequencers.

The idea was to use these references

but transferred to digital technology.

We were interested in creating a

sense of shock: pieces are not an

exact reference to a high-tech

instrument, but instead have a vintage

look, like an image that inhabits

people´s memory.

That is the reason behind the work’s

form and its playful look. When you

see these boxes in the middle of the

park or in a gallery, it shocks you. I

wonder what people ask them selves?

Where have I seen something like

this? It could have been a toy from the

past or an instrument from the future.

What people really don’t think at first

is that these are interactive

sculptures.
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Felipe Zuniga: I think it is interesting

to consider these pieces as open-

ended objects, that can be distributed

and expanded through the addition of

information, energy shifts, and

interactivity. In this sense their form is

the result of research which is open to

collaboration. Also, the pieces

generate their own spatial and

temporal field which occurs in the

user/spectator’s time and space.

Could you talk about the

“soundscapes,” or sound

environments, and their relation with

public spaces?

Carmen González:I’m particularly

interested in the key role that

patience plays in interactivity. When

you are working with solar energy you

have to decide the way the

interaction will take place because

you are working with energy in “real

time”. In this sense, there are people

that want an immediate response;

they want everything to function and

operate in a certain way at any time of

the day or night.

I want these pieces to be day pieces,

since the work with the energy cells

and with the electrons basically

defines the whole interaction. Without

energy either electric or solar, there is

no interaction. For example, the

Theremin has its own life, a little

Shinto like, as if it was a spirit. During

the day, it starts playing at a certain

hour, like its waking hour. That is the

way that I see it, because it is the way

its internal energy is working.

Leslie García: Solar Garden only

occurs in a determined time of day

when there is a certain amount of

energy to sustain it. It can also recycle

energy set aside by the lights and

spots used to light up the pieces in a

gallery. At that moment, the piece is

carrying out a recycling work. Going

back to the sound landscape

generated by the pieces, we are using

a sound with a very low profile, almost

as low as Game Boy: 8 bits.

The sound physically occurs through

vibration, in this case through a micro

controller generating on/off pulses. It

is essential for us to make visible the

sound capacity which occurs directly

on a chip by electron transduction,

which is becoming energy. When all

the pieces sound at the same time,

they create a room-filling field, either

because people are using the pieces

to create some kind of harmony or

simply because they are playing with

them. It is really an agreement,
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because the piece is actually what you

want to do with it.

Felipe Zuniga: In this sense, I see that

the Theremins are a lot more self-

sufficient on one hand, while on the

other hand the sequencers require

interaction. They also have the

obvious reference to the switch and

the start button. I am very amused by

this Pop aesthetics. I mean that as

members of a certain generation, we

are so familiar with these switches

that they are now part of our

collective unconscious. Nowadays the

digital age is ruled by sliding gestures

on pads and odd sensory interactions.

For me this use of switches is like a

small tribute to the on/off era. I would

like to know a bit more about this

universe of subtle decisions.

Leslie García: The switch requires

interaction. This had to do with the

process of generating Solar Garden.

Making a solar Theremin was a must

for us, because there are all kinds of

Theremins-optical, infrared,

capacitive, etc. Using the famous

Reed Ghazala “circuit bending” we

thought, “Let’s do a solar Theremin ! It

is necessary to develop one for

complement.”

But starting from that, analyzing the

transparent structure this design has, I

decided to make the pieces stronger,

more imposing in space, in order for it

to say to the user: “Come and interact

with me!” The topic allowed this

exploration. The sound is a series of

on/off and seriously, what do modern

sensors do? They work in an on/off

direction but transducing proximity,

temperature, power, etc. For this, we

chose the most basic aesthetics and

interaction and that is basically an

on/off.

Carmen González: Obviously, this

on/off interaction implies a certain

awarness of the technical part and the

historical referents as well. And the

actual artworks are more “pop”

because of their colors and forms. We

feed on this background and work

with the history of electronic art. We

do the research and integrate the

“open source,” the historical context,

the technical context, and have all of

them reflected on the pieces

together.

Leslie García: Exactly, it is also a

matter of continuity in our work, in

order to reach 
Solar Garden

 you have

to go back to the Generative audio

prototypes and the Open Source
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Orchestra. It is a matter of process. In

this case, we wanted the energy to be

the center of attention taking the

solar cells as main actors of the piece

in itself. The entire construction of the

model is based on providing the

largest possible amount of energy,

and precisely the constructivist

reference in the design in some way

were the ones that served better for

this purpose. But, if you look back in

our work, there are pieces that are

more focused on the sensors or the

interaction. The form of the pieces in

themselves are like a command: Stop

right here! they say. We play with that

reference and allow that contrast to

make the interface more eloquent.

Felipe Zuniga: Could you tell us a bit

about the places where it has been

shown and the interaction with the

users as well as your proposal for the

next venue?

Leslie García: We have done sporadic

interventions in public spaces. The

obvious response people have of our

work is “What is this?” People reach

out, see them, and start asking

questions: “Are they solar cells? What

are the pieces doing? How does it

work?” The first formal presentation

for the piece will be at the satellite

space opened by the Museum of Latin

American Art, in Long Beach, called

The Collaborative in the exhibition

titled Descartes.

The curator, Idurre Alonso proposed a

show around work produced in

Tijuana and Los Angeles, which in a

way uses the topic of waste to

generate pieces. In this sense, Solar

Garden participates in this exhibition

because the pieces live from the

wasted energy which is recycled to

make it happen. Besides, the design

and the structures are really made

from recycled material, discarded

material which has an almost pop

aesthetic status precisely for the

meticulous treatment given to the

piece: electronic, functional,

interactive, and three-dimensional.

The exhibition will be on view from

September 18, 2010 to January 30,

2011.

http://dalab.ws/jardinsolar
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Antonio Barrese. Mutation, Imagine, Dimension
Marco Mancuso

Once upon a time there was the Milan

of the sixties. It was very different

from the one everybody  working

today in the arts knows and despises.

Once upon a time there was the Milan

of baby boomers and economic

expansion, the city of formation and

research: the Politecnico, the Brera

Gallery, the RAI Musical Phonology

Studio and the Laboratory of Ultra

High-Speed Cinematography.

It was the most important city for

creativity and design, the meeting

place for great and maybe

unparalleled characters on the artistic

panorama of our country: Luciano

Berto, Bruno Munari, Bruno Maderna,

Gianfranco Bettini, Umberto Eco,

Ettore Sottsass, Enzo Mari, Ludovico

Magistretti, Alessandro Mendini, the

Castiglioni brothers, Piero Manzoni,

Angiolo Giuseppe Fronzoni and

Giuseppe Colombo. It was a city that

was alive, made up of exchanges and

activities, one which we nostalgic

people often remember as a time of

proserity, one which we could

perhaps go back to one day. 

Milan in the 60s was this and much

more: but beyone all this it witnessed

one of the most important artistic

avantguard movements in the last

century: the Kinetic and Programmed

Art Movement. The movement had a

huge international success but it

consequently suffered from a sharp

decline in interest, sinking into

oblivion. Nonetheless, thanks to the

spreading of digital and computer-

based art, KaPA works have now

stolen the spotlight once again.

There are numerous evident links

between the two artistic movements,

and there are many references to

collective experiences made by

national and international modern

artists such as the T-Group, the MID

Group (Mutamento, Immagine,

Dimensione: Mutation, Image,

Dimension) and the N Group. All the

possible aesthetic, poetic, design and

perceptive connections are very clear,

as shown by the Bit International

exhibition by ZKM of Karlsruhe (by
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curator Darko Fritz and co-curators

Margit Rosen and Peter Weibel) two

years ago.

The exposition illustrated the history

of the Nove Tendencije – New

Tendencies movement (along with its

legendary five meetings between 1961

and 1973 at the Museum of

Contemporary Art in Zagreb) and its

key role as a theoretical bridge linking

constructivism, visual art, kinetic and

programmed art and precisely the

first computer art.

Amongst the several protagonists of

that unique period, the MID Group,

founded in 1964 in Milan by Antonio

Barrese, Alfonso Grassi, Gianfranco

Laminarca and Alberto Marangoni,

whose activity came to an end in 1992,

represented one of the most

important groups of that wonderful

period. It was the first in Italy to

expand its field of research beyond

the narrow disciplinary borders of art.

It worked between technological

research and educational intent and

conceived visual communication as a

language including the most various

expression forms: film, graphics,

environment, object, architecture,

photography.

The MID Group predicted these

interdisciplinarity and sharing forms

that are typical of many collective

groups and design studios who

nowadays work with digital

technologies. Through stroboscopic
images, programmed and voiced
stroboscopic environments and
kinetic discs, the MID Group invited

the observer to plunge into an

optically and physically stimulated

global space. Moreover, Antonio

Barrese’s works continued to follow

this line of research even after his

collaboration with MID ended.

To this purpose we met up with

Antonio Barrese through the strange

dynamics that rule our lives on the

Net and the following interview is a

timeless digression comparing past

with present, research with art, design

with technological development, and

his years contributing as an artist with

his role within a society in which he

lived and in which he still lives

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco Mancuso:

What did those technological and

artistic movements represent in your

work and your self ?

Antonio Barrese:  I think art in its

whole is a metaphor. And so are the
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things involved under the

instrumental, methodological and

expressive points of view, such as

interdisciplinary procedure,

interactivity, style, structure and

morphological method, balance

between randomness and planning,

the means through which they

happen and the relations between

observer and the social body.

The  ones  you  def ined  as  “ the

disciplinary borders of art” are in my

opinion  just  recent  mistakes  which

don’t  portray  art  in  the  past  and

therefore  should  be  removed.  They

are  but  bureaucratic  needs,  more

useful  to  critics  than  to  artists.  To

imprison art within borders, like it is a

child  in  a  courtyard  with  restricted

timetables to play in, means to deny

its nature, because the role of art is to

reveal  itself  and  to  define  what

doesn’t  exist  yet.

And  to  do  that  it  needs  freedom.

People are more and more persuaded

that  art  is  marked  by  disciplinary
borders,  and  society  permitted

technologies  to  be  the  privilege  of

industry,  which privatized it  in order

to increase production. These borders

are naturally not indivisable ;  in fact

they  are  not  (and  have  not  been)

s e p a r a t e d  :  I n  s e v e r a l  c a s e s

methodology, the sciences, materials

and  technology…despite  an  attempt

t o  k e e p  t h e m  s e p a r a t e ,  t h e y

continued  to  interact  with  art.

I see art as techné, an indiscernible

unity of expression, craftsmanship,

technique, scientific outlook and

design. Since the day I decided I

would be an artist I never thought art

expressed itself exclusively in the

forms that were then in fashion, and I

was never drawn by lesser trends or

pre-arranged styles produced by

critics, art dealers and merchants. I

have always placed art at the

crossroads of expressivity, linguistic

research, science and technique. I

believed it acquired sense and

consistence through design, or the

rational construction of a shaping
process.

The following phrase synthesizes

what I mean: 
shape doesn’t exist

before design.
 Moreover, the concept

of art as techné makes all the

argumentations floating around the

interdisciplinary method futile, an

approach that I always thought as a

prerequisite, a useful but obvious tool

for work and artistic research.In my

opinion, to assign a key role to
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interdisciplinary work doesn’t

determine poetics, but on the

contrary it is a weak method, a mere

aspect of problem solving most of all.

When we discuss it as if it was

capable to set a style or to represent a

milestone as Perspective did, we are

not telling the truth: we are just

bringing into prominence an aspect of

art efficiency with whom to gain

success and impress the public.

Interdisciplinarity existed even before

it was introduced in art and it didn’t

come out of  nowhere for  designers’

and  artists’  pleasure.  Along  with

e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n  a n d  i t s

repetitiveness, it is rather one of the

fundamental  aspects  of  modern

science,  which  gained  credit  with

Galilei  and so on.  In fact  during the

last  decades  i t  has  become  a

warhorse  of  artistic  marketing,  thus

taking a  larger  piece of  the market.

I n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y  p r o c e d u r e

c h a r a c t e r i z e d  K a P A  a n d

contemporary  Italian  Design:  an

approach which convinced me there

was a strong identity between Art and

Design.

If  we  look  beyond  intentions  and

operative needs, the interdisciplinary

work (developed by lots of theoretical

designers  from  Anglo-Saxons  and

ulmian  areas  by  the  likes  of  Guy

Bonsiepe,  Tomas  Maldonado,

Christopher  Alexander,  and  by

philosophers such as Abraham Moles

and Max Bense) produced unrealistic

attempts rather than true efficiency. I

don’t mean to deny its value, but to

make it concrete once again, to make

it  a  necessary  yet  not  paradigmatic

operative procedure, well established

in any artistic research process and to

be  used  when  there  is  need  of.  In

other words, interdisciplinary is not an

a priori aspect but a useful chance to

handle  a  complex  and  a lways

changing  efficiency.

So  I  think  sectorialization  in  art  is

unacceptable, though I’m aware that

reducing the working field is easier to

turn  artistic  objects  into  discernible

goods, perfect for the market which

requires products to be labelled and

priced. It is otherwise true that MID’s

work distinguished by a broad variety

of  interest  and research,  and in  my

current work I  keep on in the same

vein.  When  I  was  in  the  Group  I

worked  on  a l l  the  sectors  you

mentioned:  object,  structure,

environment,  design,  photography,

cinema  and  experimental  aesthetics

research. I discovered a clear and solid

link among them which convinced me

to do so.
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Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco Mancuso:

In many interviews you state your

work is based on the study of

technique, media and languages

deriving from them, rather than on

the functional use of tools for the

replication of something else. What

are the differences, and the constant

elements as well, coming from this

kind of study during the change from

analogical to digital techniques?

Antonio Barrese:  My work is not

based on the study of technique,

media and language. I just use, handle

and investigate these things, looking

inside and behind of them. I try to

read them, to play with them and see

what happens, just like children who

discover the world by breaking a toy. I

dedicated myself to technique,

considering it a mix of art and science,

because contents, feelings and

emotions make me feel

uncomfortable. I don’t know how to

react before these things, I feel

estranged.

Since my very beginning I hated the

idea of art seen as content, message,
something-to-say. I quickly

understood contents are not infinite,

but countable and classifiable. In

reverse there are multiple variances,

interpretations, technique

adaptations, evolutions of language

and infinite social and behavioural

patterns coming out from that group

of relations. The hermeneutic

dimension is their result.

These  are  the  reasons  for  which  I

preferred digital  and 
new media 

art.

Thanks  to  them  I  didn’t  focus  my

attention  to  the  
reproduction  

of

something that already existed, but to

the  

product ion ,

 d rawing  out

unexpressed possibilities and hidden

virtualities,  and  giving  voice  to  the

means and tools I  confront with. 

To
give voice to technique 

- a key aspect

of my work – doesn’t mean to explain

a content, but to determine a sense,

to create a fair and legitimate context

where  to  develop  research  and

expression.

In order to do that I make use of real

and ad hoc media as well,  or better

still,  

always 

ad hoc media  products,

because art  works are not contents,

but  means  of  communication.  They

suggest  virtuality  and stimulus;  they

are always open to interpretation and

in this they reflect Eco’s and Munari’s

thoughts.    
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Claudia D’Alonzo e Marco

Mancuso:What MID studies

concerning the relationship between

work and observer do you think are

still relevant today? If you used to

think interactivity was a key aspect for

kinetic art, you haven’t seemed to

stop thinking that way, given your

most recent work productions such as
LedBoxes, RGBBoxes or FluoBoxes
and the TracingTotem which make

reference to the studies carried out by

your kinetic objects during the 1963-

1972 period. (Stroboscopic Generators,
Tracer Generators, Flashlights,
Interference Generators).

http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/Storiche.ph

p

Antonio Barrese: Interactivity has

been crucial for some of the main

characters of KaPA, but not for all. In

2007, when I wrote 
MID. Alle origini

della multimedialità. Dall’arte
programmata all’arte interattiva

 (“MID.

The origins of multimedia. From

programmed art to interactive art”)

reporting our group’s work, I defined

interactivity with the term dialogicity,
that sounded more appropriate to me.

Dialogicity was the most important

aspect in those works, as it was in all

the kinetic objects distinguished by a

high interactivity and requiring the

participation of the user, without

whom they would stay lifeless.

There’s nothing wrong in stating that

Dialogic  Objects  have  been  the

ancestors of modern interactivity and

digital  art.  In  a  certain  way  these

works  are  the  missing  link  between

Programmed  and  Digital  Art.  In  the

60s KaPA artists  already knew what

the world of computer, digitality and

information technology would be and

they  also  knew  its  exponential

growth. It’s useful to remember that

digitality was born in that very period

and  also  that  the  cultural  paradigm

w a s  a m o n g  I n f o r m a t i o n  a n d

Linguistics  theory:  in  fact  all  the

sciences followed those methods and

research procedures.

This scientific horizon has been very

important for my artistic choices. Both

Giovanni Anceschi and I think kinetic

and  programmed  artists  worked

without a computer, but it was like it
existed. Of course, they didn’t argue

about  interactivity  yet,  but  about

Opera Aperta, underlining the role of

an  observer  involved  in  completing

the object with his intervention and,

above  all,  Participation,  a  more

politics-oriented  term.  Interactivity
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seen  as  a  mean  rather  than  a  goal.

In this sense, Gabriele De Vecchi’s

Scultura da prendere a calci
(“sculpture to kick”

(http://www.youtube.com/wacch?v=

SHYo5tLsYts), and Disco Cinetico
Stroboscopico (“Kinetic Stroboscopic

Disc”

(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/D

ischiGrandiPiccoli.php) are very clear.

The latter was presented at the1965

Nuova Tendenza exhibition, and due

to its huge size it required a person to

hang upon the big ring of its

circumference to set it in motion.

It was a revolution because up to that

time no one was ever allowed to even

touch the works, sculptures included,

as if they were holy relics, far from the

observer and exclusively destined to

an elitist public. Thanks to

interactivity, art got in contact with

people and in a certain way it became

more democratic. KaPA’s interactivity

had social, political, ethical and

aesthetical extents. Today’s

interactivity however is usually

functional.

Today I don’t think interactivity is a

vital aspect, rather it is simply a useful

possibility ; it would be foolish to view

it as vitally important given that it’s

been decades since computers are

provided with interactive mice and

screens and every household

appliance have an interface.

The works you just quoted LedBox,

(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/L

EDbox.php), RGBBox,

(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/R

GBbox.php), FluoBox
(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/Fl

uobox.php) andTracingTotem
(http://www.youtube.com/wacch?v=

rJ0_aggiBEw), were made as 1960’s

remakes, created a few years ago with

the technologies that did not exist at

that time (electronic drivers, inverter

and LED technologies). However, the

technologic differences are so wide

that the reconstructions became new

fully-fledged works, unthinkable for

the MID group at the time.

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco Mancuso:

What are the difficulties faced by
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MID’s works and yours during

contemporary exhibitions? And what

are the main exhibition problems?

Antonio Barrese: By starting my

artistic work again and paying visits to

showrooms, I realized the objects

exposed were often wreckages or

damaged tools whose existence and

functionality we cannot not even

remember. That’s the reason why I

applied myself to their reconstruction.

I stared at poor shows filled with

lifeless black boxes, where
Stroboscopic Discs were displayed

without the lighting systems they

would have needed to become alive ;

they would remain immobile, like bad

copies of Bridget Riley’s optical

pictures.

Unfortunately, we never succeeded in

being popular with exhibition places,

not even when KaPA was enjoying

great favour: museums seldom

agreed to turn off the lights and

thought that making the objects work

with electric current was unsafe.

Work’s activation without its author

was even dissuaded, for their sounds

spoiled the museum’s atmosphere.

MID works, especially the ones based

on  rapid  and  vibrant  movement,

suffered from a number of mechanical

troubles  g iven  their  s ize.  The
Synthetic  Images

 –  none other  than

harmless  photos,  but  a  considerable

part of MID’s production – were not

exposed more than 5 or 6 times in a

decade,  due  to  the  difficulty  of

exposing their original slides, the high

costs of photographic printing and the

galleries’  refusal  to  display  a  mere

projections exposition. That’s why, at

the  beginning  of  2000,  I  remained

surprised  after  all  of  them  were

restored and some digitally recreated

and printed. The Synthetic Images are

truly amazing!

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco

Mancuso:Inside the MID Group you

cared about the relationship between

space and observer (with Chromatic
Environments and Stroboscopic
Environments for

example

http://www.youtube.com/wacch?v=WaKB05

BUBpI) and obviously in recent years you didn’t

stop working on this aspect, as SolidLight,
ZeusPlaying or DancingShadow
suggest..

Antonio Barrese:  When MID was

created in 1964, the debate on

Environments was at its peak. The

sense and echo of the Environments
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was clear then: to enter a living and

fascinating environment and to be

surrounded by phenomena and

events is no doubt a very intense

experience. However, our result was

indirect and came from Stroboscopic
Structures,
(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/S

truttura3e4.php) or huge, automatic

and not interactive tools which made

cylinders roll.

I considered them as environmental

dimension works capable of

pervading, involving and influencing

the surroundings. I didn’t want to

achieve my goal by simply setting up

a place, but to discover the work’s

perceptive impact, regardless of its

space. That’s why also consider as

Environments both Screen Works
(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/R

ettangoliArmonici.php) and Synthetic
Images projections

(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/I

mmaginiSintetiche0.php) which

required a treatment of the setting

place and succeeded in activating it

synestethically. 

I experimented with auditory-visual

synesthesia in the 1966 Programmed
and Voiced Stroboscopic Environment
(produced by Ideal Standard  –

http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/A

mbStroboscopicoInterattivo.php) and

with its replica in Foligno, during the

Image Space exhibition. This work

was also born thanks to a friendship

with Pietro Grossi, Italian electronic

music pioneer and founder of the

musical phonology studio in Florence.

The room was empty and the lights

turned off.

Three stroboscopic batteries (each

one having three lights in its primary

colours) illuminated the place at

about 60 Hertz per second, changing

its frequency and chromatic light, so

that the observers’ movements were

revealed, giving birth to extraordinary

trails and storms of images. Three

white ropes were hanging from the

ceiling and even a minimal oscillation

in their motion made the stroboscopic

effect visible, thus inviting the public

to take participation in the magic

event.

My current environments such as

SolidLight, ZeusPlaying and

DancingShow are conceived with the

same concept and purpose, even if

they rely on a superior technical

support compared to Stroboscopic
Environment. For example, SolidLight
(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/S

olidLight.php) utilizes Lytec, an

electroluminescent fiber already used

for standard illuminations, traffic

lights, etc, which gives unbelievable

results. ZeusPlaying
http://www.youtube.com/wacch?v=

W6NAEF4RTfE is an installation which

has the following sizes: 250cm

x180cm x150cm. It is provided with

500 harmonic steel bars, 120cm long
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and 3mm large. They are electrified by

a 12 Volt current, and every time they

make contact with each other they

produce spectacular and completely

harmless sparks.

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco Mancuso:

How do you judge your work in

relation to digital art, a discipline

alternating periods of high creativity

and deep technologic research with

early passivity, mere stylistic exercise

with paradoxical comparison and

rediscover of analogical technology

with avant-garde works?

Antonio Barrese:  In the early 70s I

collaborated with the Ispra Research

Centre in order to produce mass

production images. Afterwards. at the

end of the 80s I began using MACs,

computers I have since never been

separated from. I have always

considered computers like super-

tools, but I never remained a victim of

the software’s charm (its never ending

curse is to be forever in search of

updates). That is the reason for which

I didn’t dedicate myself to Digital Art,

to become too dependent on

computer programs, too much in

need of temporary programmers’

stratagems and too weak in its results.

Art is not – and must not become – an

endless search for updates. Instead, it

needs a duration, it must create it.

Art is not eternal as our first masters

taught us, but it has to last for some

decades at least in order to be

absorbed and understood by culture.

With regard to the means it relies on,

art is in strong need of solid supports

and certainties, because experiment

and risk are part of its nature, while

the digital universe is slippery,

indefinite and elusive. As an artist,

when I work with incorporeal

phenomena like lights and shadows,

flashes and sparks, I need something

tangible and consistent to confront

with, something concrete that can

find its way inside us while at the

same time we find our way inside it. I

want at least the interface to be solid

and tangible.

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco

Mancuso:It seems to me that your last

production, as well as your less recent

works, oscillates between

immateriality and perceptive

phenomenon materiality activated

through the work – I’m referring to a

couple of environment projects,
ChromoRoom (2000) and
DancingShadow (2000). In the former,

space is totally generated by an
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optical projection whose motion

distorts the architectural parameters,

while in the latter such distortion is

produced by a light in motion on

architectural patterns which are in

relief on the wall, meaning the wrong

perception is given by something

material. Could you explain your

approach to this material-immaterial

dualism?

Antonio Barrese: To be honest I don’t

know what to say. You start on the

basis that perceptive phenomena are

material…Even though I studied

Gestalt psychology, I never

considered it crucial in my work; I

found they were rather a collection of

perceptive phenomena, more or less

funny but anyway not that effective to

assign it aesthetical functions.

Moreover, Gestalt’s structures and

perceptive procedures weren’t even

as universal as we hoped, because

perception (and everything, by the

way) is influenced by culture and not

vice versa. I have always been of the

opinion that Gestalt was part of the

grammatical dimension of artistic

communication, the one defining

directions for use and features of

basic signs and visual alphabet.

There is also a syntactic dimension,

reached by Phenomenology and

Linguistics with the aid of technique

and other disciplines (mathematics,

geometry, topology, etc). However, all

of this is still not sufficient, for art is

not created by words and syntactic

rules. We generate art by using

Rhetoric, or the ability of reaching the

highest and most complex levels of

expression. Concerning the material-

immaterial dualism, I think it is always

present in what we are and what we

do, and these two things are not

divisible. There will always be a

mechanism, a tool, a device

conveying forms, tales, sounds,

communications: a material thing

ending with an immaterial outcome

(perceptive, behavioural, intellectual,

emotional, experiential).

Claudia D’Alonzo e Marco

Mancuso:The research in the

stroboscopy field is the leitmotiv of

your work. Could you tell us how this

interest came about and what

knowledge was needed to develop

these studies all these years?

Antonio Barrese:  The study on

stroboscopic effects was the first one

I did, and you are right when you say

it links all the other ones I made: in

Environments, in Synthetic
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Images(both Stroboscopic Figures-

http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/Im

maginiSintetiche2.php  in
Stroboscopic Images

http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/Im

maginiSintetiche3.php), and
Experimental
Films(

http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/Di

scoStroboscopico.php)  and even in

the production of schemes used for

complexity/satisfaction indexes. Its

key role is due to the fact that this

light allows the motion to be seen,

observed, analyzed and represented.

Stroboscopic effects are at the core of

cinema, that form of art which

marked the passage from traditional

to industrial and technology-oriented

expressivity. Even in this case – maybe

I am kind of obsessed with it – I

concentrated on the creation of

synthetic visual situations, which are

not created simply by reproducing

reality, but by techniques’ and tools’

ability to do that.

It was during the MID movement that

I agreed with all the theories of Nova

Tendencija Movement, but I was

searching for more spectacular and

astonishing forms; I pursued the

possibility of arising amazement and

surprise, I wanedt to inspire joy,

playfulness and pleasure. The

stroboscopic effect is perfect for this

purpose. It is not easy to obtain – it

was really difficult then – especially

for higher 25/30 Hertz per second

frequencies.

The frequency must be higher than

the perceptual threshold of 24 flashes

per second and light has to appear

constant, in order to make people

perceive a multiplication of images,

separation of colours and lots of other

fascinating dynamisms. In other

words, it is necessary to hide the

physical brutishness of the

phenomena in order to display an

aesthetic experience.

Claudia D’Alonzo e Marco Mancuso:It

seems to me that, depending on

which of your works we take into

consideration, the observer gets the

possibility to confront the two space

model scales: the small interactive

object-oriented scale and the

environmental scale. The former

establishes a very close relationship

with the user, the latter generally gets

the observer’s body to be involved, in

conjunction with the space in which

he moves. Within the environments,

space is an absolute concept
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belonging exclusively to the work, and

the observer takes part in it. What can

you tell me about this?

Antonio Barrese: You’re right. I have

also utilized the term ‘intimate’ to

define the relationship generated by

some of my works. It is not enough to

watch their visual variability, as the T

Group’s ones required. My objects

have to be touched, controlled, and to

do that, one needs to get very close,

crossing the proxemic area and

creating an inner relation. Some of

these works, such as Stroboscopic
Generators
(http://www.antoniobarrese.it/ITA/G

SLED.php) or StroBox
(http://www.youtube.com/wacch?v=

VXLvgWGlkak) an be held on one’s

knees or even caressed like a cat

given their size.

The passage from a spatial dimension

to another doesn’t necessarily mean

an evolution, though it is clear that

the commitment to big objects

requires more experience and care.

Maybe the idea of a work such as

Albero di luce (Light tree)
(http://www.youtube.com/wacch?v=

8jOXJu977nc) started from “The

Image of town,” a book written by

Kevin Lynch, an American town

planner who in 1960 analyzed the

territory signs and explained

meanings and relations, spatial and

perceptive sense, environmental and

structural organization methods.

Nonetheless my work has been

influenced by my perpetual interest

for Land Art and my admiration for

Christo and Jeanne-Claude, whose

environmental installations have

always fascinated me. In recent years

I have been delighted by the urban

scale objects produced by Anish

Kapoor, an artist I feel familiar with for

his ability to change the whole

environment through the works’

charm.  

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco Mancuso:

Albero di Luce  is a different work in

comparison with your last ones. It is

distinguished by a strong

monumentality within the urban

universe. With the term monument I

mean something entering a context

and representing itself, in a

spectacular way too, and showing to

be independent from the

environment. Apart from the works’

own features, what kind of study have

you undertaken in relation to the

context the work was placed in? In

what ways the work interacted with

urban context and modified the

perception of that part of Milan?

Antonio Barrese: You’re right again. I

wanted Albero di luce to have a

monumental dimension – and a role

too – that entered the context and

represented itself. And you’re right

once again when you affirm its

independence. First of all, Albero di
luce was meant to be itinerant, and
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therefore independent from space.

The goal of that work, though

miserably placed into a Christmas

context so that it was turned into a

freaky and technologic Christmas

tree, was the statement of the

primary role of aesthetic experience,

more important than any meaning,

relation or function. That’s why I

wanted it to be so big, visible,

impossible to miss, full of charisma

and even a little scary.

Claudia D’Alonzo e Marco

Mancuso:Surely you realise that your

work, and that of the KaPA movement

and Nova Tendencija are pioneering

ones. In fact they were rediscovered

and celebrated in a special way during

the interactive technologies and

auditory-visual

synthesis/management event. Lots of

famous digital artists, such as Granular

Synthesis, Rjoiji Ikeda, Carsten Nicolai

or even Otolab made clear references

to your research. What do you think

about this?

Antonio Barrese:  Of course I know my

work is pioneering! I don’t want to

look arrogant, but I have always been

aware of this. It is necessary to start

from the very beginning, or from the

reasons for which KaPA ended, in

order to understand the difficult, and

long ignored, continuity between

MID’s works and modern art: obvious

exhibition problems, the majority of

artists were refused by the market,

the fragility of works due to their

experimental nature, insufficient

production which didn’t assure the

commercial continuity expected by

art dealers, excessive success and

subsequent trivialization, the

impossibility to compete with Pop Art,

Poor Art and Minimal Art as they were

easier for critics to comment upon,

the losing battle against 1968

visionarism, the transfer of some

artisits to design (Munari, Mari and

others), didactic (Anceschi, Massironi,

Boriani), and revolution (Chiggio,

Castellani); and finally rhe exhaustion

of research and subsequent

repetitiveness.

Given these circumstances, KaPA was

declared guilty and literally removed

from history of art books – sometimes

in  a  very  grotesque  way  –  to  be

substituted  with  imitations  or  even

leaving  vacuums,  as  if  that  period

hadn’t  existed  at  all.  I  happened to

read  a  big  and  important  volume

where  there  were  Fontana  and

Manzoni  on  a  page  and  Ontani
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immediately on the following one, as

if  nothing  else  happened  in  the

middle.  Truth  be  told,  a  removal  of

culture.

In order to better explain the

atmosphere of moral and intellectual

confusion of that time which chimed

the end of ACeP, the year of 1968, the

arrival of pseudo-revolution and the

coming of modern professionalism in

the next Milano-Ba-Bere, I want to let

you know that my former MID

colleagues – after I left them – threw

away all the objects and the great

structures that remained in the studio

(thinking they were cumbersome,

never understanding their meaning).

I want to tell you about another

personal experience, which I consider

more clarifying than any theoretic

explanation. Lea Vergine, a woman

who managed to disply her beauty

through exhibitions during the 60’s –

whom I met in 1965 in Zagreb during

the Nova Tendencija 3 exposition –

was the first curator to care intensely

about my work, writing essays and

organizing MID group shows.

In 1983 Lea Vergine arranged a show

at Palazzo Reale in Milan, entitled

1953-1963 Programmed Art, not only

completely leaving out our group, but

also the greater part of artists’ work

which had keep on working till the

70s. Lea deliberately chose to reduce

the whole era to the period in which

her husband Enzo Mari was working.

More recently, in 2007, when I

presented MID. The origins of
multimedia. From programmed art to
interactive art, I sent her an invitation,

along with a copy of the volume too.

I received her answer a year later. It

was a handwritten letter on the

reverse of a Capri hotel headed paper,

with the following content (I quote by

heart): “Dear Barrese, I’m sorry I could

not have been there. I’m not

interested in programmed art

anymore. Instead, I feel ashamed I

was interested in it in the 60s, at the

beginning of my career, but it must be

considered that I was a provincial girl

coming to Milan, and I found myself

involved in an atmosphere that I felt

was interesting and funny at first

sight. I now think programmed art has

only produced junk. Fortunately, I

have now dedicated myself to more

serious forms of art. I wish you and

Laura to have success and so on…”

To put it simply, due to similar events

and also more serious ones on top of
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the ones I have already mentiioned, a

general lack of interest was allowed to

happen, which then contributed to its

proper ostracism, a vacuum which

caused most of modern art to be lame

and incomprehensible. By good

fortune Peter Weibel recalled and

historically stigmatized the continuity

between KaPA and Digital Art through

his works and lots of good expositions

organized for ZKM –  Zentrum für

Kunst und Medientechnologie – in

Karlsruhe.

If it were for Italian critics and

historians, with the exception of

Marco Meneguzzo and Volker

Faierabend, all would have been lost

in the usual Italic provincialism. It’s

only thanks to them that artists by the

likes of Granular Synthesis, Rjoiji

Ikeda, Carsten Nicolai and Otolab

could be inspired from KaPA’s work

and mine as well. I’m very proud of

that.

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco

Mancuso:In your biography there are

references to a 1970-73 collaboration

with RAI for the realization of

experimental programs. Since that

short but surely interesting period of

RadioTelevisione Italia is almost

widely unknown, very few have had

the chance to take a look at those

works whose fate is therefore

mysterious. Could you tell us

something about your own

experience of that period?     

Antonio Barrese: I had developed a

deep interest for cinematography. I

mean the true cinema, not the

experimental part we elaborated

inside the MID Group. Along with a

team of cinema-goers from Milan

(Rezoagli, Marchesini, Rapetti,

Buttafava, Quadri, Freri, Cavigioglio

and others) I founded Momenti

Cineforum (inside of De Amicis

cinema, then owned by Alfonso

Grassi) which enjoyed great success,

for it was also the first to be opened

and independent, unlike the then

unproductive film library.

I had a strong passion and I wanted to

become a film director. I began by

collaborating with Tuttilibri, a

program produced by Milan

Production Center, and afterwards I

took the plunge with the direction of

Experimental Programs of Rome,

through which almost all the directors

of my generation went: Bertolucci,

Faenza, Bellocchio, Del Monte, Agosti,
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Amelio, unless I’m not mistaken.

Anyway, I soon grew tired of Roman

cinema, RAI workers’ time

management and salons ??’ rituality. I

came back to Milan and applied

myself to design.

Claudia D’Alonzo and Marco Mancuso:

Milan in the 60s: KaPA groups, Berio,

Munari. Can you tell us how did you

live that cultural and artistic period of

the city? And in relation to this one,

what do you think of the current

situation? Milan is still one of the

symbols of international design, but

what are the differences in respect to

that period?

Antonio Barrese:Nice question! I

would add some other name to the

ones you quoted: Bruno Maderna and

his RAI Musical Phonology Studio in

Milan, Gianfranco Bettetini and the

Laboratory of Ultra High-Speed

Cinematography. The following artists

who preceded me: Ponti, Fontana,

Manzoni, the Castiglioni brothers,

Enzo Mari, Bruno Munari, Ludovico

Magistretti, AG Fronzoni, Marco

Zanuso, Mario Bellini, Pio Manzù,

Ettore Sottsass, Alessandro Mendini

and others. Many of them were my

friends, and thanks to them and their

cultural environment I devoted myself

to strategic and communication

design.

The art dealers (Cardazzo, Le Noci, the

Somaré brothers, Beatrice Monti,

Vismara, Palazzoli and so on). Critics,

writers, journalists, fashion

designers..I wouldn’t omit the whole

industrial culture complex (Olivetti,

Pirelli) and all the intellectuals moving

around there (Volponi, Sinisgalli and

many more). Then the magazines

(Domus, Casabella, Ottagon, Forme,

Alfabeta). The university circle

(Marcello Cesa Bianchi, Ludovico

Geymonat among the others)

shouldn’t be forgotten. Personages

such as Umberto Eco, Cesare Musatti,

Silvio Ceccato… In conclusion I would

thank the great number of craftsmen

who made design, fashion and KaPA

possible. Milan lived a magical and

unique moment of splendour.

Of all that magnificence nothing has

remained. Milan died when the of

factories closed in the 70s, it died for

the robberies made by socialists

businessmen in the 80s, for not

having understood the change of

paradigm in the early 90s

(delocalization, the coming of digital

era, the fall of the Berlin wall, the need
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to find a new balance with the Third

World and Muslim countries), for mass

universities which killed professions,

for having turned art into

craftsmanship, for the low quality and

high quantity of students, for failure in

finding an identity, for the fall of

ideologies and the extinction of

politics.

Milan is now unmasking itself,

revealing its true soul-less centre (or

rather, a gross and petty soul), and it

is incapable of hiding its racist nature

and its fascist tendencies. At least half

of these reasons are caused by a lack

of artistic vision, for the people of

Milan have reduced art to mere night

telesales between porno channels and

TeleMaria, turning artists into

thousands of disgraced people

crowding academies and evening

schools.   

http://www.antoniobarrese.it/
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Vns By David Rokeby. Seeking For An
Harmonics Of Interaction

Claudia Maina

When aboarding the subject of

interactive sound installation it is

natural to turn to David Rokeby‘s work

(1960, Tillsonburg, Ontario). If one

thinks back to the line of research that

was based upon the Sound Sculpture

study in order to find a definition for

Sound Art, knowledge of Rokeby’s

Very Nervous System (1986-1990) and

his theory of ‘harmonics of interaction’

is fundamental for an understanding

on the relationship between sound,

movement, space and technology.

The installation Very Nervous System,

despite its insubstantial appearance,

conveys an amazing power: in the

space of an empty room the simple

movement of a body generates

sound/noise. As soon as an arm

moves, or even a single finger, the

room begins to produce sound; the

human body, as if in a dance, makes

its own self-generated music. The

music in Rokeby’s installation is

chosen and modulated by the

movements of the interactors.

In the latest version of VNS, exhibited

in 2004 in Invisibile at the Palazzo

Delle Papesse in Siena, Rokeby used

sounds and recordings sampled form

several Italian cities. These

soundmarks (a Murray Schafer

definition) IDENTIFY the explored

meanderings of the body in the empty

spaces.  This installation is a device

that uses a video-camera which

records movements that are

transformed into real-time by a

computer processor, thus producing

the musical phrases.
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Rokeby says: “While the ‘sound’ of the

system and the ‘dance’ of the person

within the space are of interest to me,

the central aspect of the work is

neither the ‘sound’ nor the ‘dance’. It is

the relationship that develops

between the sounding installation and

the dancing person that is the core of

the work” (The Harmonics of

Interaction, in “Music Works 46: Sound

and Movement”, 1990).

This relationship takes place through

an interface, designed by the artist,

which has the key role in the artwork.

“The active ingredient of the work is

its interface � Rokeby explains � that is

invisible and very diffusive, occupying

a large volume of space… it is vital and

strongly textured through time and

space. The interface becomes a zone

of experience, a multidimensional

encounter. The language of encounter

is initially unclear, but it evolves as

one explores and experiences.”

This encounter is always active inside

the space of interaction, with a

feedback loop affecting the behaviour

of the user. In this simultaneous

relationship between human and

space, the user can modify his

behaviour according to responses

given by the machine.

“The installation watches and sings;

the person listens and dances �

Rokeby says � but the relationship that

develops is not simply that of a

dialogue between person and system.

A developing dialogue implies a

separation of the functions of

perceiving and responding. But for the

installation, perception and

expression are virtually simultaneous.

As a result the installation and

participant form a feedback loop

which is very difficult, very complex.”

The installation when empty stands as

in a silent awareness, a fragment of a

nervous system: cameras for eyes, a

computerized visual cortex, a

complex set of filters and translators

in the software, synthesized vocal

cords and speakers for mouths. It lays

in wait for the first movement of a

body upon which, once it enters the

perceptual range of the system, it

engages its synthetic awareness to

begin making sound.

The sound propagates through the air,

enters the body and travels through

the transformations of human

acoustic perception, the labyrinth of

the individual’s brain, and the tangled

interface (psychological and

physiological) linking mind and body,

to manifest itself as further

movement (or lack thereof) which

completes a cycle and starts a new

one… But the cycles blur into one

another because as soon as one

moves in response to the sound of the

system, the system is already

modifying its response to reflect
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those movements and so on.

Thus, body and system are drawn into

constant readjustment and a sort of

oscillation begins.

“The acoustic feedback of my

installations exaggerates aspects of

the acoustic nature of a room, the

interactive feedback loop in my

installations reinforces particular

aspects of the system and the person

in it, producing resonances. These can

be thought of as the harmonics of the

interaction and are unique for each

different combination of installation

and individual” (The Harmonics of

Interaction. Op. Cit.).

From this experience we can obtain a

particular redefinition of “harmonics”,

where space is part and parcel of the

installation coming in contact with

device and individual. Let us focus on

some Sound Art works and the way

sounds used can produce perception

of space. Sound is modified by our

body, by the noise we produce or by

the resonance between the interactor

and the system. The key point is the

corporeal perception of sound and

how sound becomes a means through

which we sculpt while it is perceived

in its space and volume.

I think that David Rokeby’s intuition

about “harmonics of interaction” gives

inspiration for further study. What is

most important in his work is not the

fact that space generates sound (not

only?) and this is a direct consequence

of our bodily movements, but it is the

feedback loop. This feedback loop

upon which is created the new

harmony evolves from a human

element which communicates with

the system whilst being inside a

space, therefore producing the

resonance.

When Rokeby designs the programs

defining the reactive behaviour of the

installation, he works in order to

highlight the feedback, tuning it to

reinforce the hidden physiological and

psychological resonances of the user’s

body and mind. “The music of the

Very Nervous System installations �

Rokeby adds � is not so much in the

sounds that you hear, but in the

interplay of resonances that you feel

as you experience the work with your

body” (The Harmonics of Interaction.

Op. Cit.).
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This is the starting point to create an

environment-interface in which the

relationship between individual and

system (“harmonics of interaction”)

generates an added layer of meaning.

“Space becomes a volatile instrument

experienced through space as well as

time, responding to the movements

of the user, participating to an

encounter which is a musical

composition” (David Rokeby in

Dreams of an Instrument Maker, in

“MusicWorks, n°30″ � 1995). When

referring to several sound sculptures,

for example Harry Bertoias’, Crystal
Baschet by the Baschet Brothers or

sound stones by Pinuccio Sciola, VS

seems to have naturally evolved from

these works. One could imagine VS as

a kind of musical hyperinstrument

where the user causes his own body

to produce sound.

The extreme selectivity of the

interface, which in the case of VS only

comprises the perimeter of the

movement, is important for the

spectator’s experience of the

installation. On the one hand, it is

considered a mere parameter, on the

other hand it acts as a more restricted

range of action that the system can

control. The interaction feedback is

felt more directly by the user. He can

clearly listen to his corporeal

response, since he can act in the

space only through movement.

It is possible to suppose that

“harmonics of interaction” creates a

new kind of spatiality which is halfway

between an acoustic corporeal

perception and a space of resonance

with the system. Yet it is also a

spatiality that is a mirror of our

behaviour in the world.

In Transforming Mirrors, issued for the

exhibition Invisible, Rokeby talks

about interactive technology as a

medium through which we

communicate with ourselves. What is

reflected upon is ourselves,

transformed and processed.

Technology reflects a recognisable

image of ourselves, it provides us with

a self-image, a sense of self. At the

same time it transforms our image in

the act of reflection, it provides us

with a sense of the relation between

this self and the universe.
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The example the artist uses is the

myth of Echo and Narcissus, told by

Ovid in the Metamorphoses. Echo,

forced to express her love for

Narcissus by repeating back the

words he used to reject her, tries to

transform his words of rejection into

an expression of her love. “Like Echo �

Rokeby says � the interactive artist

transforms what is given by the

interactor into an expression of

something other.” Such distorted

reflection is the key to an encounter-

feedback between ourselves and the

world.

The reflection of Narcissus works

differently: the perfect synchronous

mirroring (Narcissus is the mythic

archetype of that) produces the

closed system of self-absorption in

which the reflection of the self is re-

absorbed. On the contrary, in the

distorted reflection a stereoscopic

mechanism is activated, one similar to

that governs the function of human

sight: the different image seen by the

left and right eyes, with their two

different points of view, necessitate a

tension.The tension existing between

these two points of view is resolved

by the brain into the revelation of

depth. For Rokeby, the relationship

between the interactor and the

transformed reflection is stereoscopic

too. (Trasforming Mirrors da AA.VV.,

Invisibile, curated by Emanuele Quinz,

exhibition catalogue, Siena, Palazzo

delle Papesse Centro Arte

Contemporanea, 2004).

The definition of this possible

stereoscopic relationship is a useful

metaphor enforcing the issue of the

relationship between individual and

system. Similarly, it is inevitable on an

operative point of view when an

interactive system is created and its

interface is designed.

The idea of “harmonics of interaction”

probably needs further development-

examination, particularly its spatial

dimension and its relationship with

sound. When Rokeby describes the

way people live their experience in

the installation VNS, he tells how

people first test the system by making

the same movement in order to get

the same sound. When they manage

to do this they believe they have

control over the system, but then they

make a different movement which

will produce a different sound.
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At this point, I think it is important to

underline the key role played by the

reproduction of sound in VNS. The

theoretic reference is the Refrain

theory stated by Deleuze and Guattari

in Thousand Plateaus.

These two philosophers define Refrain

as a “strategy of appropriation of a

space (or time), or more specifically a

sound dimension of a territorial

assemblage.” A sound defines an

identifying space: like the refrain of a

child to exorcise his fears, or the

refrain of a bird to mark a territory.

“Refrain is a territorializing mark, a

signature. A signature that defines a

territory” (Deleuze Gilles, Guattari

Félix., Millepiani. Capitalismo e
schizofrenia, Roma, ed. Cooper, 2003,

p.454).

I think that the user of VNS produces

this kind of “mark” and territorial

definition unconsciously through a

repetition of movements/sounds.

Indeed, the repetition of a movement,

which causes the listening of the

same sound, produces the beginning

of the interaction feedback loop. Such

repeated action produces the

beginning of territorialisation that

defines a spatial limit between our

body and the system.

It can be useful to remember that for

Deleuze and Guattari “to the definition

of sound emission as strategy of

territorialisation correspond a

definition of listening as strategy of

individuation.” ( In AA.VV., Millesuoni.
Deleuze, Guattari e la musica
elettronica, curated by Roberto Paci

Dalò and Emanuele Quinz, Napoli, ed.

Cronopio, 2006, p.21).

The experience produced by VNS is

enriched by another value. In the

simultaneity of movement and sound

we can see the creation of a cycle

made up by territorialisation and

individuation of self � on one hand

there is the defining of a border, and

on the other hand we identify

ourselves in relationship with the

system.
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So, the “harmonics of interaction” can

be considered as a spatial element of

territorialisation as well as a mirror

identifying the self, in which we can

find a new kind of subjectivity. Once

again the ideas of Deleuze and

Guattari, reported by Emanuele Quinz,

prove themselves useful: “As a

defining strategy, territory implies a

distance, an otherness. Territorializing

a space means defining its frontiers,

distances� building and identity, a

determination in a changing and

plural universe” (AA.VV., Millesuoni.

Deleuze, Guattari e la musica

elettronica. Op. Cit.).

The idea of “distance”, as a

consequence of territorialisation and

identification, can be compared to

what was previously mentioned about

the stereoscopic relationship between

user and reflection of self inside the

system. We can think of a

stereoscopic distance in the

individual-system relationship � in

which we are the right eye, the

system is the left eye, and the

feedback is the tension necessary to

reach a sense of depth.

We obtain the “harmonics of

interaction” capable of creating a new

kind of spatiality in which the user

(through the sound) can territorialise

his own presence creating a

stereoscopic distance from the

feedback relationship, thus redefining

a new individuation of the self.

http://homepage.mac.com/davidrok

eby/vns.html

http://www.fondation-langlois.org/h

tml/e/page.php?NumPage=2186
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Stefano Tedesco. Radical Improvisation
Annamaria Monteverdi

The little and typical town of Casté in

La Spezia’s countryside, within the

municipality of Riccò del Golfo, after

the Foce pass, counts 23 inhabitants

(someone more during the summer)

and was completely rebuilt and

restored thanks to the European

Union’s funds. This summer the town

has become scenario of a series of

very particular initiatives divided into

theatre, videos and music.

It is a wonderful landscape in the Vara

Valley with old houses made of

squared stones and cement, “piazoeti”

(i.e. balconies used to make products

dry), and a single family-owned

restaurant, which is difficult to

abandon once sitting on the balcony

with a great view on the valley rich of

chestnut groves.

After a quite shy edition last year, this

time Mauro Manco together with

Roberto Bertonati created a

widespread event – with practically no

budget – which we hope will become

a real point of reference for ‘off art’

lovers.

Theatre shows (by the Evasy

company), reading events (by Elena

Colucci), particular conferences (Pop

porn with Giovanna Maina by Roberto

Bertonati), music (by Gigi Cifarelli),

photographic installations (by

Gianluca Ghinolfi), cartoon drawings

(by Simone Lucchesi), sculpture works

(by Alessio Manfredi) and video

projections or sound lives (with

Stefano Tedesco and Manuel Bozzo)

took place in the Paganini court yard

in Casté’s heart – a real natural stage

where amplification isn’t needed and

the only light is that of the moon and

the public, like in ancient times,

collects in a circle listening to stories.
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The event ended up with a very

effective live act typical of Stefano

Tedesco and Manuel Bozzo. The

ancient walls of the Paganini court

yard hosted Manuel’s video images

(do you remember ‘Supervideo’ from

the G8 in Genoa?) sounded live by

Stefano, aware and refined

electroacoustic musician from La

Spezia. Tedesco combined together

live music and different musical

instruments (xylophone, cymbals,

guitar), with their live processing and

live made samples and acoustic

effects.

The common topic of this very

impressive live event, both for

scenarios and deep sound/images,

titled La terra dà solo buoni frutti (The
Earth only gives good fruits) was the

metamorphosis. Like in a zoom that

from the sky brings to the centre of

the Earth, images passed by with

electronic shading and coloring

effects analogically made through

two mixers: from the galaxy to desert

and skyscrapers.

From the indistinct humanity in a

chaotic oriental city to the faces of

demonstrators and policemen with

riot gear and bludgeons acting in

Genoa in 2001. Suddenly everything

becomes clear: the transformation

stages of beetles, grubs, worms,

butterflies are mixed together with

unequivocal images of the consumer

western society and become a

metaphor of a society which will

undoubtedly end up in

gangrene,decomposition and death.

Intense and deep sounds and noises:

the live set is managed like a great

intensity performance both in audio

and video installations, because artists

influence each other and create an

artistic interaction of great sensitive

sharing. And in order to fully

understand the message, the

performance ends like a deeply felt

present, with the voice of the

independent director Alberto Grifi

saying: “We must invent a computer

based not on brain but on heart”.

We therefore had the pleasure to

interview Stefano Tedesco. This is the

result of our job.
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Claudio Musso: According to the

etymological dictionary, the word

Improvisation has its roots in

improvviso i.e. unpredictable,

unexpected, unforeseen, sudden,

abrupt. According to your experience

and above all based on the roots you

suggest in the jazz culture, what

definition would you give for the word

‘improvisation’ and the role it plays in

your research?

Stefano Tedesco: In my opinion,

improvisation is like a butterfly flight:

if you observe it, you will notice that

the butterfly is so light that even the

smallest air breath makes it change

direction. However the butterfly

keeps on flying and its flight is fluid or

often jerkily, it goes up and down,

then comes back and finally it rests on

the desired flower. If you look at it in

details, it seems a flight without

sense. However it has its logic and a

particular esthetic beauty.

Quoting Cornelius Cardew’s words:

“What is important are not the errors

people make, but rather their ability

to learn from them and change

direction”. I think that improvise is

absolutely necessary to compose, in

the conventional sense of the term,

whereas you don’t need to compose

to improvise. Bach, Mozart and

Beethoven used it to create written

works of art. The African traditional

music and the Indian classical one

widely use the improvisation

technique, despite the strict rules to

be followed. The same happens in jazz

tradition, which is based on the

improvisation of a certain theme. For

me it means playing with unexpected

events….

I’m proud of my jazz roots, but the

main influences I received came from

John Cage, his music and his texts.

London and Eddie Prevost’s

workshops were the circle closure

point, i.e. the discovery of music. It is

a simple discovery, but also an

important one: the sound.

From Buddhism to ancient Greeks,

everyone knew that sound can reveal

and trigger Energy from human mind.

It isn’t a chance that a single

prolonged sound is used for Buddhist

meditation. If I have to use a word, I

would say that I consider myself a
radical improvisator. I think

improvisation is synonymous of

experiment. And I also add the

research of new execution

techniques, construction and

assembly of new instruments: all
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means intended to look for new

incentive and sonorities.

As Steve Lacy once said: “Music stays

there where it has to stay: at the

border between what we know and

what we don’t know. People have to

push it towards what they don’t know.

If they can’t manage to do this, it will

be its end as well as theirs”.

Claudio Musso: The atmosphere

during your live performances makes

thinking of a mimesis attempt

between the pre-recorded sound

(field recording) and the live one. The

union between the different sources

is supported by a melodic structure

which opens the way to

experimentation, but at the same

time reflects the echo of classical

composition.

Stefano Tedesco: This question gives

me the opportunity to conclude what

I’ve previously said. Improvisation,

experimentation and gesture. In my

opinion these three elements are a

necessary part of the performance as

well as of the study. They penetrate

and influence each other.

Improvisation is a gesture which is

generated both from a will and at

chance, but also from research and

experimentation. We could say that a

gesture always comes from a will and

therefore it doesn’t exist as chance.

The same is for improvisation. Cage

used Ching to make composition

choices, without the intervention of

its will. However he necessary had to

open the book or throw some coins

and therefore his intervention

modified the chance, although we

don’t know in which extent. This is the

most beautiful part.

I personally use all the available

material, above all during the study

phase; I make improvisation,

compose, process, record and create

bases on which I then work both for

live performances and discs. For its

nature, my music reflects the research

of a form which can be considered as

a canonic one and instead it isn’t

because it does not respect any rule,

other than my sensibility and esthetic

sense. This includes instrumental

sounds, melodies, strong rhythms,

noises and field recordings, as single

elements or all together, within a

general plant where all this sounds

can find their natural seat. And

actually, isn’t it so in nature too?
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Claudio Musso: In your many

biographies on the net, we read that

your research focuses on the

relationship between sound and

space. Outside macro categories that

could be valid for many artists, is the

manipulation of sound matter and

frequencies influenced by space?

Stefano Tedesco: Absolutely yes. The

same sound is reflected in a different

manner according to the space it

occupies. And the reflection continues

also inside our ears. I like working with

space and its resounding. A space

which positively responds to sound

matter gives the opportunity to

concretely work with acoustic

instruments and play on full and

empty elements. In these contexts

the sound event is pure magic.

In this case one has to be a little bit

bewitcher and be able to dose each

sound, mix it with another one and

make it resound till the natural fading

and taste the empty space that

divides the previous from the

following one. One can work on a

single event as well as full the space

without really knowing what will be

the final result, which sometimes is

really incredible. It is a job which

allows to discover, together with the

public, the sound nature and that of

the space which hosts it. Every

environment will be different from the

previous and the following one. All

this is very stimulating.

Claudio Musso:Let’s make a short

technical digression. You use many

instruments and their relationships

contribute to the musical mix which is

typical of your performances. What is

your approach as regards this topic?

Stefano Tedesco: Vibraphone,

glockenspiel, drums, guitar, piano,

concertina, effects, mixer and cables.

I’m working above all with guitar, only

one cymbal, effects and a computer.

Sometimes the vibraphone

substitutes the guitar. The computer

is more and more present in my live

works for many reasons. Surely I like

the electroacoustic synthesis in my

works. I also like the alternation

between acoustic and synthesized

sound and I like the improvisation

gesture. However computer gives me

the opportunity not to make

thousands of effects and therefore to

‘travel light’ above all when I have few

money.

I decided to construct a little

vibraphone that I called ‘pocket
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vibraphone’. I used about ten ivories

of my vibe and built a wooden

structure to support them, similar to

that of the ORFF instrumentation.

Since the vibe plates are made of

metal, I asked myself if the guitar

pick-up would have amplified the

sound. I made some attempts with a

friend of mine who plays guitar

and…what a surprise…it worked. And

from there a series of coincidences

happened.

I recorded a demo and asked David

Toop to listen to it. He was working at

his CD Sound Body and was looking

for a vibe player. So he asked me to

record something for his CD and if he

could use part of my demo for his

composition. From then on I definitely

entered his trio with Phil Durrant.

Claudio Musso: Besides the

cooperation in the musical field, you

also had many contacts with visual

art. Moreover you produced alone

many installations which unite the

creation of scenarios and the

production of sound, such as for

example Amazzonica developed from

the workshop in the forest with

Francisco Lopez.

Stefano Tedesco: Visual art always

interested me and I think video art in

particular is an extremely interesting

field where I can deepen my

researches. For the first time this

summer I worked with Manuel Bozzo

(in the project La terra dà solo buoni
frutti) and it has been a good

experience. I also worked with

Claudio Sinatti in the group Symbiosis

Orchestra, then with Andrea Gabriele

and many others among which

Scanner.

My cooperation with Riccardo Arena

is longer and more diversified. I

composed the music for many of their

videos and we have an always open

project where I give live sound to one

of his videos lasting 30 minutes and

titled The Gaze.

For Amazzonica instead I built a 3

meter high structure with 3 meters

diameter. A circle of innocent tubes

hanged on the ceiling to which I fixed

a sail totally painted in black. The

structure ideally represented a mask

to cover the face of a tribe from the

center of the Amazon forest and used

for magic rituals. The sounds diffused

in it were those recorded in the 2

weeks workshop in the Amazon forest

North of Brazil, i.e. Mamori lake, the

zone where Werner Herzog’s film
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Fitzcaraldo was shot.

Francisco Lopez has been directing

there a workshop for more than 5

years. He is a very keen guide and an

expert in the sound field. His

afternoon lessons were above all

philosophical conversations about life,

nature, environment, animal and

human behavior, how we perceive

what happens around us and how we

interpret it and how it reflects on our

life and works of art.

Francisco is part of those field
recordings representative who use

recorded sound matter and modify,

process, manipulate it to create

another sound landscape and

therefore reinterpret it and present

their new vision of the world. I surely

feel nearer to this approach than to

that which considers field recordings

as the loyal reproduction of the

environment.

I must say that nature already offers

us what we look for, but I don’t feel

being an ethno-musicologist or

documentarian. We could however

edit sound material without

processing it but this is another story…

Claudio Musso: You recently followed

the creation of a compilation

featuring exceptional contributes:

LONTANO-Homage to Giacinto Scelsi.
Dedicating a project to a ‘bulky’ figure

like Giacinto Scelsi is not only a

poetical declaration, but also a very

brave act. How did you develop the

project? What inspired you? Visual art

does not miss, and there is also an

artist’s front cover…

Stefano Tedesco: The front cover is by

Riccardo Arena who took inspiration

from the symbol used by Scelsi to put

his signature: a circle and a strict line.

Riccardo reviewed it in a 3D way with

a ‘spatial’ collocation.

Before all I should say that Scelsi was

born in the province where I grew up

and that I chose as place to live in

after 25 years: La Spezia. I have known

Conosco Scelsi since we attended the

Conservatory and I’ve always

appreciated his music and his

compositive approach. Although it is a

reason of discussions – in my opinion

useless – his art is of sure value.
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I got the inspiration during my staying

in London. There one has the

opportunity to know and compare

with artists coming from all over the

world. In the discussions about music,

for some strange reason, often

appeared the name of Scelsi and

always with excellent comments. This

seemed very curious to me but also

interesting and I thought it would

have been beautiful to involve all

people I had the opportunity to talk

with and ask a musical contribution to

develop a free disc celebrating his

music and thought.

The first who accepted was David

Toop, followed by Herman Kolgen

who is an expert of Scelsi’s works and

last but not least Elio Martusciello and

Alvin Curran, who met and personally

worked with Scelsi and inserted in his

piece Scelsi’s voice telling one of his

own poems. Rafael Toral for example

did not know Scelsi, so I gave him

some information and he created one

of the most beautiful pieces of the

whole compilation.

The same happened for Olivia Block.

Sebastien Roux instead knew Scelsi

very well and among his favorite

pieces there is Quattro pezzi su una
nota sola (Four pieces on a single
note). And so on all the others. I am

very proud of the names appearing on

this CD, above all for the very high

artistic value of each composition

which make this work valid and

efficient in its purpose.

The compilation titled LONTANO –
Homage to Giacinto Scelsi, was

developed from the awareness that

Scelsi’s work played a very important

role in the scenario of contemporary

music. In France he is considered

father of Spectralism and one of the

musicians coming from the so called

‘extra-cultured’ area.

His sound experimentations are taken

in great consideration without

prejudices or limitation of any kind.

The attention Scelsi put on sound,

timbre combinations and non

conventional instrumental practices

rather than on armonical rules is a

more common topic for musicians

from the experimental area than

compositors of contemporary

‘cultured’ music.

And of course the compilation was

sold very well abroad and remain

almost unsold in Italy. The Wire, the

most important specialist journal in

the world wrote a wonderful review in
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the June edition.

http://www.stefanotedesco.net/
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Urban Mashup. Changing A Slum In A Cultural
Heritage

Neva Pedrazzini

“Dai dimanti non nasce niente, dal
letame nascono i fior…” – Fabrizio De
Andrè “Via del Campo” (1967)

Introduction

From the end of July to the beginning

of August Instanbul hosted the third

edition of Urban Mashup, a particular

international workshop organized by

URBz, i.e. an association acting above

all in India but which was also able to

create a deep net of international

relationships. URBz promotes all over

the world a review activity of cities

and therefore their new planning

aimed at valorize the interpretation of

societies living there. The first edition

took place in Tokyo in July 2009 and

the second one in Mumbai in

November 2009.

The main objective of these activities

is the study of the valorization

potential of historical neighborhoods

in which different researches are

carried out. Those places and

communities are chosen because

their survival is at risk, since it is the

object of wider projects of urban

transformation, which usually include

the destruction and demolition of

these areas, regardless from the real

needs of people living there and

without any attention to final users.

This activity involves districts which

share a same feature, i.e. the deep

difference between the various,

diversified and rich-of-history

interpretations of urban spaces,

characterized by original adaptation

and new planning of those often

informal places against the practical

homogeneity of new plans and

projects supported by municipality.

These plans aim on the one side at

solving sanitary and health problems

through the city modernization but on

the other side risk to uniform those

situations into a universal type of

urban landscape, from vertical

skylines to streets full of cars instead

of people.
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The Shimokitazawa district in Tokyo

or Girgaum in Mumbai and Galata in

Istanbul – workshop stages and object

of study – are therefore the places

where absolutely particular life

expressions meet in order to make the

understanding contradictions about

the city emerge, which are

determined by economical interests

rather than socio-cultural ones.

One of the aims of the activism

supported by Urban MashUp is the

computerized record of historical,

artistic, architectonic, cultural and

social features of urban places, in

order to make them visible and

communicate to the world their micro

narrations. The merit of this kind of

researches is also that of recording

situations which could respond to

criteria which usually define the

“cultural heritage” and bring the

attention of a wider public on the

need of protect this places (1).

The cultural heritage is rooted at local

level but IT and globalization imply

new forms of appropriation of it in a

continuous and contrasting dialectic

between different understandings of

development.

URBz’ activities are aimed at

acknowledging and valorizing this

cultural heritage

Mumbai reflects the complex problem

of city development, as well as its

planning and the dialectic between

new and old, conservation and

development becomes the

paradigmatic case of social and

economic questions which struck

nowadays megacities, understood as

immense urban concentrations

already inhabited by the half of the

world population and where in the

next future most of our planet’s

inhabitants will flow (2). It is therefore

not by chance that URBz was born

and operates here for an active

organization of urban challenges.

Founded by Rahul Shivarasta, Mathias

Echanove and Geeta Metha, it is a no-

profit organization which promotes

the exchange of information,

knowledge, ideas and practices to

better cities. It organizes participative

workshops as the one presented here,

and projects and develops web

instruments, blogs, and interactive

maps for communities, as well as

urban practices including pedagogic

exercises, research projects and

creative initiatives which go from
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design to video art.

The founding fathers think that the

deepest knowledge of the city comes

from its inhabitants and that

communities create and produce a

system of spontaneous know-how.

According to URBZ’ activists,

professional designers and planners

could work with this always new and

different knowledge heritage and

therefore valorize and improve the

impact and quality of their own job to

make the city a better place.

Together with the research and

recording activity, an intense work is

carried out through the web and

online interaction, aiming at

simplifying the production of contents

and document a shared knowledge

which is useful for citizens,

communities, groups, associations,

individuals and public and private

institutions. The web represents the

best mean to store and widespread

knowledge and information about the

researched places and allow the

continuous updating by users. URBz

supports ICT and IT platforms to be

used in urban planning and in all

urban research fields. Moreover it is

developing a Wiki interface to allow

access, upload and geo-tag system

for local information for the places

where it operates, in particular

Dharavi in Mumbai, i.e. the most

populated slum of the world.

The organization and carrying out of

some research activities focus on

creative exploration and cultural

exchanges among people and

inhabitants. The accent is put on the

importance that people who – as the

anthropologist Appadurai said – are

authors of new languages, the so

called trans-idioms, of cultural

globalization supported by dreams,

myths, personal stories which

influence the city destiny as much as

political and economic choices do (3).

Within his cultural studies Appadurai

underlines a late modern trans-

linguistic phenomenon, that he

defines “modernity in dust”, i.e. the

multiplicity of identities and linguistic

references (trans-idioms) which

characterize a higher and higher

number of individuals in a globalized

society. The phenomenon of trans-

idioms in our modernity at large is one

of the product generated by the

changing from a world of nations into

a globalized and transnational

universe and is practically provoked
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by people mobility and electronic

communication. In this context the

belonging regime changes: one is no

more, or not only, linked to a land,

language or population but rather to a

cosmopolitan area, a global language,

a diasporic community, corporation or

International body.

It is important to understand how the

union of this electronic mediations

and mass migrations characterizes the

contemporary world, not because

they are new forces, but because

today as never before they are able to

influence (and often determine) the

social imagination work on a global

scale. Collective experiences of mass-

media, movies, videos, or chat rooms

can create strong solidarity among

consumers and allow going from the

simple sharing of a single feeling to

the imagination of a possible

collective action.

In this sense, modernity seems to

have less to do with the linearity that

from the Enlightenment goes to the

development projects for the “third

world” created in the post war period.

It is rather a tangle of micro

cinematographic narrations, TV

programs and other communication

forms used by the diasporic public to

build their own being in the world.

This allows to rewrite the concept of

modernity diffused not in macro

languages by national or international

policies, but in the many trans-idioms

of cultural globalization.

URBz absorbed the critics to the

Enlightenment linearity underlined by

Appadurai and already applied by the

geographer David Harvey (4) and the

sociologist Jane Jacobs (5) to urban

planning, i.e. the way of “doing cities”

which produces degradation and

poverty. However URBz want to go

beyond criticism, by experimenting

the role of imagination in

contemporary urban behaviors.

Urban MashUp in Mumbai: slum or

cultural heritage?
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Mumbai is URBz’ main

experimentation field. It is considered

the economic and in some senses also

cultural capital of the powerful Indian

nation and it is also universally known

for its overcrowded slums which

occupy a wide part of the urban

territory and are more and more an

object of researches by city planners,

sociologists, architects and designers.

URBz’ founding fathers warn however

from the fact that a particular

attention is needed, because people

usually use the term slums to define a

very diversified and complex

phenomenon both at a formal and

substantial level.

Therefore one of the study cases of

Urban MashUp focused on a restricted

area of the Indian megacity, i.e.

Girgaum and more specifically the

Khotachiwadi district, the most

threatened urban heritage of the city

and at the same time the most

proudly defended one by its

inhabitants, whose story is linked to

that of Mumbai. Defined by the local

authority as slum because of its high

population density, the low skyline

which is different from the modern

model, this district offers an

impression which is very far away

from the decaying idea of extreme

poverty and degradation that is

normally associated to this term, since

its structure, architecture and the

community living there are a unique

example of their kind.

The neighborhood is made by almost

thirty houses which represent a varied

sample of colonial architectures: villas

with a Portuguese style, Maharati

cottages, Goan houses.

Kotachiwadi preserved its original

architectonic form and therefore is

one of the few examples of colonial

rural architecture in the whole

megacity, where a culturally varied

community lives, whose members are

very helpful one another. However,

still today the municipality keeps

promoting urban developing plans,

which foresee the demolition of this

kind of district (6).

The aim of the workshop was to

explore, challenge, subvert,

interrogate, celebrate ideas and

practices of the historical city of

Mumbai, stored in its pre- and post-

colonial architecture, art, culture and

politics and developed in a dense

system of streets and bazaars to

witness the existence of countless

communities which make the city

what it has always been: a place of

markets, dreams and collective

apparitions.
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These stories, ideas and expressions

of the city have never been studied or

documented but have contributed to

the understanding of the definition of

the term “Mumbaikar”, which means

in Maharati “inhabitant of Mumbai”,

through the many languages spoken

in the city, as well as cultural practices

invented and the evolutions of

architectonic forms and buildings.

They change the question of their

“identity” into a richer and more

complex aspect than the official one.

The workshop as such was created as

an instrument to give voice to

Girgaum communities and make them

known if not to the entire world, at

least to the world wide web. It was

necessary to explore creative ways of

imagination used by insider and

outsider inhabitants (residents and

not), considered richer and deeper

than those of political leaders and

painstaking citizens. Competences

and imaginations have been brought

together by participants who were

organized in thematic groups and

according to their technical and

disciplinary knowledge. These groups

spread then along the streets of

Girgaum and talked with, took

pictures of, reinterpreted, examined

and created new cognitive

frameworks to do justice to a

stratified, dense and complex life of

this very crowded neighborhood.

Though the workshop connections

were established in form of a creative

dialogue between the district

inhabitants and the participants, and

in particular a multimedia portrait of

the district and its cultural context

was drawn using all possible

expression forms, such as videos,

photos, sounds, drawings, scenarios,

handcrafts, paintings. The result

produced after a revision is published

on urbz.net, and is obviously open

source (7).

Kotachiwadi in Mumbai became a

symbol of the need to re-think the

concept of slum and therefore the

projects in the city and the difficult

and often conflicting relation between

conservation, valorization and

expression of modernity. Thanks to

actions like Urban MashUp’s one and

the continuous activities promoted by

the inhabitants of this district also in

the collective mind a different

perception is emerging as regards this

place and therefore the concept of

cultural heritage and valorization of
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different ways of social interaction

and of living in the space we would

like to protect.

At the end of the activities the

participants are enriched by the sense

of a real contribution in giving voice to

a collective narration, by becoming

part of it, as well as the feeling of

having given the inhabitants of this

district some instruments to build

new scenarios of development and

communication through technology,

project and International

relationships.

IT technology, e.g. the web 2.0 world

(8), offers the inhabitants and

associations more and more

opportunities to communicate to the

rest of the world a new way to

understand the space and time of a

life which is different from the one

that is standardizing all Asian

megacities. By strengthening the

communication capacities of

residents who deliberately enter

(sometimes for the first time) a

system of international relationships,

it is also possible to give birth to

virtuous strategies of sustainable

development.

Notes:

1 – Convention concerning the

protection of World Cultural heritage

(Paris 1972), Unesco; Convention for

the safeguarding the Intangible

Cultural Heritage (Paris 2003), Unesco.

2 – World urban Forum, Rio de

Janeiro, 22-26 march 2010, “The right

to the city-bridging the urban divide:

http://www.unhabitat.org/categories

.asp?catid=584.

3 – Appadurai Ajrun The Production of

Locality in ‘Modernity at Large –

Cultural Dimensions of globalization’,

University of Minnesota Press,

Minneapolis, 1996.

4 – Harvey David, ‘Spaces of Capital,

Towards a Critical Geography’

Edinburgh University Press, 2001.

5 – Jacobs Jane, The death and life of

great american cities, New York, 1961.

6 – Mumbai Metropolitan Region

Development Authority (MMRDA),

Draft Regional Plan for Bombay

Metropolitan Region 1991-2011.

Mumbai: MMRDA, 1995.

7 – Srivastava Rahul,’Digitizing the
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Sociological Imagination’ in Rajan

Nalini (ed), Culture and The New

Digital Technologies’ Routledge,

(forthcoming.)

8 – Echanove Sendoa Matias: Towards

an Architecture of Participation:

Activating Collective Intelligence in

Urban Systems. Prepared for the

NATIW OpenWeb 2.0 Seminar,

Geneva, April 20, 2007
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In.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea). Mediactivism
And Infoviz.

Motor

There’s no time for warnings. That was

the opening statement of 2010

Festival Ars Electronica edition:Repair

– ready to pull the lifeline, which has

focused on advocating, as only way of

conserving humanity and natural

environment, direct action, as well as

repairing and planning of achievable

solutions, instead of merely analyzing

problems we are well familiar with

since decades.

More specifically, one amongst the

projects displayed all around the

labyrinthian corridors of Linz’s Tabak

Fabrik fully embodied the concepts

promoted in the festival:

in.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea) by

David Boardman and Paolo Gerbaudo.

The work substantially consists in a

journalistic survey, the results of 

which are published through an

interactive platform mapping the

eco-mafia crimes perpetrated in the

Mediterranean Sea, namely illegally

sunken ships loaded with toxic

wastes.

The map allows to georeferentially

visualize the “ships of poisons” and to

access the detailed charts of those

ships. Also, a timeline shows

chronologically each sinkage, whilst

the infographics give  quantitated

visualizations of informations like the

type of ship and accident.

While traditional media make us

aware of such problems as the death

of printed newspapers, the influence

social media have on our lives and the

high rate of robberies in 2009,

in.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea)  tells

us about invisible crimes and shows
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them in a most simple and

straightforward way, combining data

visualization with the accuracy of

journalistic research.

A combination deriving from the

different characters of the authors,

cooperating on the base of a common

interest: making use of the new

technologies in order to communicate

and inform on socially relevant events

and matters and supporting the

hysterical memory of those.

David Boardman is an Italian

interaction designer who works on

the functional and emotional impact

new technologies have on our daily

lives, focusing on the social dynamics

triggered by the interaction between

people and between people and

public spaces, putting a special

interest on social sustainability and

methods of visualizing informations.

He worked for MIT Design Laboratory

and participated in several innovative

research projects, which were

presented worldwide at festivals and

summits, forthbringing an approach

to designing processes that combines

media art and design, thus generating

meaningful experiences concerning

hysterical memory and furthermore,

supporting social activism.

Paolo Gerbaudo is a London

correspondent for “Il Manifesto” and a

freelance journalist. He did a PhD at

Goldsmith University in London,

researching on those media artists

and activists that have used original

expedients to create geographic and

cognitive maps that work as means of

political expression.

David and Paolo’s collaboration is far

from being recent. Their research on

locative media, hypertextual

literature, political and artistic

installations began in 2004 with

Netzfunk, an open network for

politically active artists, whose works

were then exhibited in a number of

events as for instance the Torino and

Santiago of Chile Biennales.

Serena Cangiano: Lets begin with an

overlook of your project and its

origins. I imagine that having been

realized independently, the work

originated from peculiar reasons and

processes. How was Under.the.sea

born?

Paolo Gerbaudo: In that period I was

asked to help “Il manifesto”, with

which I collaborate from London, in
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doing some research on the ships of

poisons, checking Lloyd’s London

archive, were all the reports of sunken

ships are kept. Shortly I found myself

overloaded with informations,

hundreds of extremely detailed files.

Those kind of informations of which I

was only allowed to use some parts,

that I subsequently employed to write

several articles together with Andrea

Palladino and Alessandra Fava.

The articles were about those

episodes of ships sinkage that weren’t

of public knowledge yet. In short, my

feeling was that having such an

amount of data at disposal and being

forbidden from doing anything with it

was a real waste. So I got in contact

with David who was working at the

MIT at the time.

David Boardman: My collaboration

with Paolo began with some media

art projects, at the time of our

university studies. During past

November, while I was still in Boston

busy with a work that was about to

get started in Brasil, Paolo showed me

the material he was working on,

telling me of the accessibility of all

that data. I immediately began

thinking of the way to give another

life to those informations; in fact, I

was actually thinking that they would

end up in a “Il Manifesto” article that

would certainly attract people’s

attention for no longer than the day it

was published and only in a certain

niche of readers.

After taking the decision to start the

Under.the,sea project, it only toke us a

couple of weeks to have it ready.

Paolo worked on the data entry and

data organization and I dealt with the

layout and the interaction design

aspects. It is a much easier work that

one would imagine, thank to the

amount of tools available on the web;

we used, for instance, the timeline

developed by the MIT department of

Computer Science for the project

SIMILE.

In the beginning, the interaction

design aspects were more complex:

we wanted to add and visualize a

wider amount of data, as for instance

the routes and the cargos’

proportions. Later we decided to

focus more on the immediacy and

simpleness of usage.

Serena Cangiano: Your project of

media-activism aims to combine the

strong impact of data visualization

techniques with journalism. What led
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you to choose this approach?

Paolo Gerbaudo: In journalism,

infographics are used to summarize

certain kind of news since decades.

However, in our case you don’t deal

with simple infographics: the mapping

process does not substitute the

“story”, which is the ingredient of

journalism; instead, it becomes a

layout for the story and the stories. In

fact, in.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea)

offers multiple stories. Seventy-four

ships, hence seventy-four stories.

Each ship has its date of birth, death,

its service history, and the report of its

end.

David Boardman: Relating to what

Paolo is saying, we can refer to

Under.the.sea as to a project of data-

driven journalism, in other words

something that does substantially the

same work Wikileaks and the “New

York Times” data visualization

department do. Choosing to employ

information-visualization tools was

choosing to realize a storytelling

about the scandal of the ships of

poisons; instead of creating the usual

Legambiente dossier, with all the

episodes listed one by one, we

decided to realize an interactive

system.

For this reason we preferred to show

patterns of data, aggregating and

placing them in a common context

and underlining aspects that would

not be perceivable in isolated

episodes, as for instance routes, cargo

typologies, locations of foundering,

the chronology of the events and all

this sort of thing. Once you have all

the data displayed on a map it

becomes evident where the sinking

locations are and that they generally

correspond to the areas where mafia

is more influential, or where sea’s

depths are higher or just on the limits

of territorial waters (so where finding

the sunken wastes would be more

difficult).

Through the timeline, instead, other

aspects arise: during some years the

sinking activity was much more

concentrated than in others. Such

swings correspond with the issuing of

laws about the environment or with

more “permissive” governments or

with the introduction of some treaties

that made the activity of sinking toxic

wastes illegal.

Serena Cangiano: The overlapping

with other events is not visualized in

the project. Are you planning to widen
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the platform, adding data that would

introduce further levels of analysis

and comparison and unveil “burning”

coincidences?  If that’s this case, how

would you implement the new

informations? Would that be through

other data banks or thank to users’

participation?

David Boardman: For now, the

coincidences between sinkings and

other events has not been expressed

explicitly. Concerning an underlaying

strategy allowing further data

implementation,  we believe that

publishing this work on the Internet,

using a particular technology will

allow visitors to get involved. We

actually did so far gathered several

crowdsourced informations, as for

instance new sinking episodes,

corrections on the coordinates of

some incidents, further infos about

the circumstances of some accidents,

etc..

Through the ships’ IMO codes

(International Maritime Organization,

a sort of ID code similar to cars’

plates), we could find more data on

the Internet and add it up to the

Under.the.sea database. Also, through

Shipspotting.com, we received many

photographies from people having

the hobby of taking pictures of ships.

This way, we achieved to publish the

images of ships before their sinking.

Publishing on internet aims to

stimulate the initiative of further

research, both in citizens and

authorities. In fact, we actually

noticed that some of our keener

readers are from the NAS department

of carabinieri (Antisophistications and

Health Unit of the Arma dei

Carabinieri); they visit Under.the.sea

daily from all the different

departments all around Italy, from

North to South, and also from the

Ministry of Defense and of Domestic

Affairs. The data we publish are open-

source releases, therefore anyone can

draw from our database and create

new projects or continue the

investigation.

Paolo Gerbaudo: Along with the

opportunity of collaborating with

users, though, we also have the “dirty

work” too, that being going to extract

informations from actual archives and

double-checking on the new ones. To

create a project like this one on

Internet, one can find groups of

experts and people passionated to the

subjects, who can represent a real
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push forward. However a filter, or

quarantine, is necessary, since the

web is also full of mythomaniacs and

love theories about conspiracies,

spotting ufo and radioactive loads

everywhere.

The system we are working on is

essentially based on reports that are

then checked by a scientific

committee. We believe it is necessary

to discredit some of the myths about

user-generated content. We’ve had

mouthfuls of that and overvalued it as

there were no more need for

professionals to guarantee high

standards of truthfulness for

informations. Seen this, projects like

ours are certainly the necessary fuel

to keep the engine going, but there’s

a definite division for what concerns

roles and responsibilities.

Serena Cangiano:What do you believe

is the most important benefit of

projects that use new media activism

and users collaboration?

Paolo Gerbaudo: The most relevant

aspect is definitely the opportunity to

create a shared memory about

scandals like the ships of poisons one.

TV news and reportages come and go.

Media’s attention bursts for cases as

the Cunski , which arose great

attention this period last here.

Everyone was talking about poison

ships at the time. Now nobody seems

to remember.

Projects like Under.the.sea have the

advantage to last through time and

be, say, permanent.  They’re not on

the news or in magazines. They

remain accessible on a given web

address and maintain a visibility that

stands beyond the short-lasting

media hype.

Serena Cangiano:Considering the

relevance of users’ contributions, but

also the “burning” nature of the

contents, I was wondering whether

you have considered to implement

systems that guarantee for sources to

remain anonymous (see Wikileaks).

And on the top of that, I’d like to

understand if this system could be

extended to other types of

investigations.

David Boardman: At the moment

there aren’t any methods

guaranteeing anonymity. For what

concerns other kinds of application,

the system on which in.fondo.al.mar
(under.the.sea) is based could easily

be applied to other kinds of research.

For instance, we thought about
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realizing different types of

in.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea), for

different cases of illegal sinkings: for

instance those linked to international

cooperation between western nations

and African countries, namely those

“humanitarian missions” growing on

weapons treads between local

tribes/guerrilla groups in exchange

with toxic wastes (see the Ilaria Alpi e

Miran Hrovatin case in Somalia).

There are many cases like that in

Lebanon, Nigeria, Mozambico, etc.

There also is something similar in Port

Alang in India, one of the chief ships

demolition harbors that has now

become a toxic wastes dump. Let’s

say that from a technical point of

view, the platform could easily be

adapted for these purposes without

needing big changes, or also be

applied on other themes, especially

the ones concerning eco-mafia.

Paolo Gerbaudo: I’d like to add that

Under.the.sea could be included

among those instruments used as

monitoring systems “from below” of

environmental crimes, a system called

Citizen Environment Watch. This is our

ideal   ground, and on this level the

platform developed for

In.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea) can be

used to surveil a series of

environmental crimes, unauthorized

building, unauthorized dumps, illegal

pits. The concept we stick to is

“undersurveillance”.

Serena Cangiano: Was the application

of agumented reality in
In.fondo.al.mar (under.the.sea) for

mobile devices conceived in order to

support

this “undersurveillance” regarding

crimes committed by common

people?

David Boardman: After the article on

“Wired.it” we received an e-mail from

a guy from Milan, Mauro Rubin, CEO

at the Join Pad, who told us: “I love

the project, I will deliver a mobile

version of augmented reality”. With

this independent contribute we were

able to open the project towards a

very interesting area which we

originally did not have time to

develop. The mobile application it’s

only some sort of prototype, it’s the

first step towards what we will try to

explore in the next projects about the

“eco-mafia”, which means moving

from the web and being separated

from the territory towards a browsing

& reading the territory system.

The Browsing & Reading should
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eventually lead to Reporting, which

means pushing people to directly

report facts and circumstances on the

territory and from there putting some

pressure on institutions responsible of

the control over territory. Citizen

could, for instance, detect

environmental data, take pictures and

directly file reports. New projects can

also be realized as games following

the patterns of alternate reality

games: we were working at the

concept of a project which takes its

cue from the Sin City’s metaphore in

order to realize a system which

monitors building abuses and

architectural horrors  in Italy.

Displaying the data is interesting, but

if we do not close the circle, it is an

end in itself.

http://www.infondoalmar.info/

http://www.tinktank.it/portfolio/
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Annie Abrahams. Allergic To Utopias
Maria Chatzichristodoulou

What makes for a livable world is no

idle question. It is not merely a

question for philosophers. (…)

Somewhere in the answer we find

ourselves not only committed to a

certain view of what life is, and what it

should be, but also of what

constitutes the human (…). – (Butler,

Judith Undoing Gender New York and

Abigton: Routledge, 2004, p. 17)

Annie Abrahams, born in the

Netherlands, has been based in

France since 1985. She holds a

doctorate in biology from the

University of Utrecht and is a graduate

in fine arts from the Academie voor

Beeldende Kunsten, Arnhem.

Abrahams’s work most often employs

networking technologies: she

produces networked performances,

net.art pieces, collective writing

projects, videos, as well as

installations and performances in

physical space. She started using

technology for her artistic practice

around 1991, and her first telepresence

piece took place in 1996, in a gallery in

Nijmegen, Holland.

Her works have been exhibited and

performed internationally at

institutions such as the National

Museum of Modern Art in Tokyo, New

Langton Arts in San Francisco, Centre

Pompidou in France, Academy of Fine

Arts in Helsinki and many other

venues.

Annie Abrahams’s work –simple,

almost ‘basic’– is, I think, poignantly

relevant today, within the hyper-

mediated, hyper-saturated, super-

networked environment that has

become, for many of us Western

subjects, a ‘natural’ daily habitat. What

is it that makes it so? To me, it is the

work’s stark simplicity and

understated ‘nakedness’ that makes it

moving in its subtle, often futile,

attempt at interconnectivity, evoking

a sense of unattainable and, at the

same time, all too present intimacy.
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Abrahams’s networked performance

pieces are commonplace, messy and

malleable. They are about the ‘banal’

reality of everyday life, time passing

by, two people temporarily crossing

paths in fractured, desperate or

indifferent, successful or futile

attempts to communicate, to (be)

together, to love – in shared presence,

but also shared absence.(See: 

Chatzichristodoulou, Maria “If Not You

Not Me: Annie Abrahams and Life in

the Networks”, Digimag 54 May 2010

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1793

Dominic Johnson has suggested that

“we have almost no language, other

than banality, to describe intimacy.”

This is because “intimacy seems to be

uncomfortably tied to risk” and so

generally, we restrict the condition of

being intimate with an-other to “the

safest mid-point of what might be

called a continuum of intimacy.” This

conventional understanding of

intimacy, Johnson argues further, “has

drawn its scope of representation too

closely, naturalizing a banal, feel-good

figuration that represses the

discomforting diversity of intimate

human relations”. (Johnson, Dominic

“Live Art and Body Modification”

Invited Lecture at School of Arts and

New Media, University of Hull, May

2010)

Though I do not intend to contest

Johnson’s suggestion that intimacy is

often, in everyday life, and art,

restricted to a ‘banal’ middle ground, I

do not necessarily consider banality as

a safe middle ground in Abrahams’s

work. Here, I suggest, it is the very

banality of the intimate encounters

that makes them troubling,

discomforting. A banality evocative of

daily, commonplace frustrations, such

as fragmented intimacies, emotional

unavailability, broken links, hitches,

misunderstandings, failed attempts at

communication, dysfunctional

connectivity, aching bodies, and

erotic lack.

Inspired by Abrahams’s first solo show

in the UK If Not You Not Me at the

HTTP Gallery in London (February-

March 2010), I here attempt to probe a

little further into her universe in order

to find out, and reveal, something

more about Abrahams the artist and,

maybe, also about Abrahams the

woman. Here is our exchange, in

traces of dialogues that emerge from

within chaotic email exchanges and

particularly low-tech skype

connections.
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Annie talks about Gender

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: I know

that this is an obvious question, but

here it is -do you think that being a

woman makes a difference as far as

your work and your artistic

development are concerned?

Annie Abrahams: Of course it makes a

difference that I am a lady

Had I been born a boy I would had

been a vet, or a doctor, or maybe a

bank director… I am the eldest of five

sisters born in a small village to a

farmer and his wife. I should had been

born a boy. It is difficult having a

father who wants you to be a man but

wants you to act as a woman. I had a

very challenging relationship with my

father. I was also receiving conflicting

signs about my role. There were no

female role models around me other

than wives and nuns. The women

around me ‘belonged’ either to their

husbands or to god.

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: Do you

consider your work as gendered in

any way?

Annie Abrahams: I don’t know… I

never succeeded in using female

seductive power in my relations with

others. Only now, after my

menopause, do I feel comfortable in

defending my work in general, and its

‘feminine’ or gendered aspects in

particular. I sometimes regret that I

did not feel free to play more with my

sexuality within work situations. When

I think of your question though I

realise that it was easier for me to

concentrate on issues of class and

push questions of gender aside.

Maybe, coming from a working class

family, I have always been more

acutely aware of class rather than

gender issues. Class seemed easier to

define, it seemed easier to identify

class-related situations or

occurrences that appeared

problematic, and for me to actually do

something about them.
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For example, it was clear to me that I

had to publicly defend my family to

the world, due to its particular class

background. Raising gender issues, on

the other hand, would had been more

problematic, as it would had entailed

a rupture with my family’s heritage

and the social norms within which it

operated. Raising gender issues

would had meant fighting against my

father, which I actually did a lot. It

would had also meant disapproving of

my mother and sisters, which was a

lot more difficult to do…

Another thought about gender, and

whether my performances might be

more gendered than I realise or care

to admit, relates to my performance

Tit-for-Tat (2009) –

http://aabrahams.wordpress.com/20

09/11/22/tit-for-tat2/, a telematic

performance for two scientists.

Although the performers in the final

piece are two female scientists,

Elisabeth Rolland-Thiers, PhD in

cognitive experimental psychology

and Bénédicte Aptel-Guiu, researcher

in dermatology, I originally

approached some male scientists too.

None of them wanted to take part in

it. In fact, some responded rather

aggressively �they could not

understand why I questioned science.

They did not want to be involved in a

performance that foregrounded the

failures of mediated communication,

rather than its success.

Annie talks about Intimacy

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: I am

interested in discussing the idea of

intimacy as I perceive this as a strong

element in your practice. I would like

to ask you to reflect on what this

notion means to you. How relevant is

it to your work? Do you think that,

through your practice, you sometimes

aim to achieve some type of intimacy

with an-other? And whom might you

be aiming at as your intimate partner?

Your audience? Your co-player in a

piece?

Annie Abrahams: I never thought

much about intimacy (or extimacy…). I

have a difficulty with using this term.

That is because, for me, intimacy

indicates a situation where one

deliberately relinquishes control �to

some extent� in order to approach

another person. This is a very

dangerous situation; if it lasts long

enough, anything can happen. I

suppose that this is why, in my work, I

do not talk about intimacy. My

thinking is more about
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communication: about, on the one

hand, the desire of being close with

someone and, on the other, the

necessity of restricting one’s

openness, of closing oneself, of

retreating from intimacy.

So my answer to this question has

always been ‘no’ because I never

aimed at intimacy per se. The

principal aim behind my work has

always been to research the

challenges and limits of inter-personal

communication, either this is

mediated or not. To do that I need to

be on my own, I cherish loneliness, I

don’t seek to escape from it.

Without it I cannot reach out to the

other. Being with others dissolves the

I. For this reason, intimacy did not

necessarily indicate something

positive to me, it was something one

had to constantly negotiate with

oneself, and with the other. The more

I think about it though it seems to me

that, indeed, I have been creating

instances of intimacy in my work for a

very long time, although I never

thought about it this way.

Maybe now I am beginning to

consciously try to create the

circumstances for intimate exchanges

in my performances; maybe now I

should say ‘yes, I am concerned with

the idea of machine-mediated

intimacy’. Though I do not, in general,

aim to achieve intimacy in my

practice, I am indeed researching on it

through employing a

phenomenological approach. In doing

so I sometimes violate conventional

communication rules

I always look for situations that make

any attempt at escaping from

exposure impossible. In general I do

not rehearse my pieces. If this is

necessary �for instance, due to

technical reasons� I write new

protocols for the final performance. I

try to find ways to penetrate the other

performer �just for a second I want

them to expose themselves to me

(and to our observers) in an action, or

a response, that is out of their control.

I want them to unveil something they

usually hide or only disclose in

situations of complete trust, of
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complete intimacy.

I want to know how they function, not

by them telling me, but by me almost

forcing them to reveal an instance of

their ‘hidden code’ in public. I want us

to go beyond self-representation and

the control that this requires. Am I

really forcing them to do this?… No I

am not. What happens is that the

situation in itself �that is, the telematic

performance interface, the protocols,

the flaws in the streaming

connections� rewrites the conditions

of communication in a way that

makes this revelation possible, if not

inevitable.

Let me illustrate this by giving you an

example. In my last series with Antye

Greie, A Meeting Is A Meeting Is A
Meeting,
http://aabrahams.wordpress.com/20

10/07/20/a-meeting-is-a-meeti-

g-is-a-meeting/, we explicitly

challenge one another. We push each

other towards new terrains, and into

unknown, unrehearsed actions. We

did not aim to produce an intimate

encounter for this work, but the fact

that we enter unknown realms makes

it intimate because we cannot control

the image of ourselves that we

broadcast to the public.

For this performance we both accept

a discomforting prerequisite:

something that we don’t want others

to know about us, something secret,

will, no doubt, escape. The moment

this condition of discomfort suddenly

and unexpectedly occurs is maybe

one of the most intimate moments

one can share: when a secret escapes

during a performance, the minute it

reveals itself to us and to our

observers, this secret cannot but be

unstaged. It is a moment of

nakedness within the performance.

The other reason that this series might

appear intimate is that Greie and I are

very interested, in the moment of the

performance, in each other. Because

we are interacting with each other so

intensely we almost forget that there

are onlookers. In a certain way, the

format of the performance itself

stages our intimacy, before this

becomes unpurposefully unstaged.

Our goal, in this encounter, is to go

beyond our individual bubbles, to co-

exist within a mutual construction.

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: You work

with digital technologies and

experiment with networked

performance practices -do you think
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that the technological medium that is

often, if not always, between you,

your performance partner and your

observers, can function as an obstacle

to these intimate encounters? Or do

you think that this technology,

through challenging and

renegotiating physical distance as

well as ideas about absence and

intimacy, might actually strengthen

this closeness, this coming together,

the mental and sensual proximity that

you evoke and experience?

Annie Abrahams:I want to stress that,

for me, mediated intimacy, that is,

intimacy that occurs through the use

of machines, is not the same as the

intimacy that we experience in our

flesh lives. It is neither a lesser, nor a

more potent experience; it is just

different. And I like this different form

of intimacy. This is maybe because I

am, in my heart, still a biologist who

wants to learn more about the world

around her. Through the use of

machines, and the mediated

circumstances that they allow me to

create, I have access to all kinds of

intimate behaviours that people do

not normally demonstrate in public.

Technology is not an obstacle for

intimate encounters; it is, in fact, a

facilitator.

Annie talks about Sex

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: (No

question was asked)

Annie Abrahams: The belief that, after

menopause, sexual intercourse goes

on as before is mistaken. At least it

didn’t for me. This made me really

angry for some time, as nobody had

warned me! It felt very lonely. I think

that the sexual life of post-

menopausal women is still very much

a taboo subject that people shun

away from.

Annie talks about Biology

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: I would

like you to tell me a bit more about

your background as a (woman)

scientist, a biologist. What made you

study biology in the first place?

Annie Abrahams: As a farmer’s

daughter I was not allowed to study

art. This was not something my

parents understood, something that

they felt could give me a career. So I

chose to study a subject that they

could accept, and which at the same

time allowed me to explore the world

around me. I felt that biology was the

most relevant field of study for me at

the time, due to those circumstances.
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It was a subject that allowed me to

ask what was one’s position in society,

and how did I want the world to be.

Gradually I got involved in political

action, as was common at the time (I

started my studies in 1971, in the

aftermath of May 1968), but I soon felt

that the direction I was taking was not

the right way for me. I remember at

the time reading Dostoyevsky. My

colleagues did not think that this was

acceptable literature to read.

They could not understand why I read

Dostoyevsky and not Marx or other

political literature. That’s when I

realised that I wanted to break free

from this circle. I did not want to be

within a context where reading

Dostoyevsky is considered a waste of

time. This created a rupture, which

went on for about two years. That is

when I left biology to go to the art

school.

Annie talks about her Art

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: Do you

think that your training in biology, and

your understanding of and familiarity

with a scientific approach in general

(as methodology, as worldview, as

ethics, as aesthetics), has affected

your artistic practice?

Annie Abrahams: It did not, or so I

thought, during the first years. When I

decided to break with the science

world to study art, I wanted to forget.

I wanted to break free from

everything that was reasonable or

formal. I wanted to abandon all the

rules I had been taught. At the

beginning I was doing expressionist

paintings and work that was, to me, as

far from scientific methodologies as

possible. It took a long time for me to

become interested in science again.

Around 1993 I discovered complexity

theory, and this was the first time that

I considered certain scientific theories

as relevant to my practice. I felt that

complexity theory aimed to explore

infinitely complex relations, rather

than give finite, ‘closed’ answers to

questions. But it was not until I

became involved in performance

practice that I realised that a lot of my

work had already been using scientific

methodologies in some ways.

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: Can you

elaborate on that. How is it that your

work employs scientific

methodologies?

Annie Abrahams: In fact, all of my

work emanates from one big
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question: ‘How can we live in a world

that we don’t understand?’. In my art I

often act as a scientist. My work is

experimental, in the sense that my

performances are experiments. I ask a

question. Then I create a situation,

using formal protocols and rules, that I

hope will give an answer to my

question.

I never know what the outcome of my

experiments will be. I never have a

pre-conceived idea about the

performance outcome in my head,

but I do have a hypothesis about the

process that helps me write the

protocols. All I do is decide on the

rules of the experiment, the

constraints of the interaction.

The outcome emerges as a result of

this set of protocols, rather than as a

result of the pursue of an aesthetic or

other vision. Once the performance

begins, my role is to observe.I do not

interfere in its development. Any

outcome is good, because what is

important to me is the experiment in

itself. Sometimes, the result makes

me more happy than others…

Sometimes, all this trying and failing,

trying and failing, results to a beautiful

moment, a moment worth waiting for.

The performance Huis Clos / No Exit –
On Translation (2010) for example, is

part of an artistic research project.

This means that I am using artistic

methods in order to get an answer to

a question. Like in scientific research,

in my artistic research I try to pose

clear questions and to translate my

hypothesis into precise performance

protocols. Furthermore, I try to

distinguish between my different

roles, and how these can affect the

experiment: it is important to be

aware of when and whether I am a

facilitator, an organiser, an operator, a

performer, or an observer.

Often, especially if a performance

outcome is confusing to me in relation

to my initial question, I collect

responses from observers that might

help me better understand the

process or the outcome. My projects

are not immersive �I want the

observers to keep a certain distance, I

want to make them think.

Maria Chatzichristodoulou:  Do you

see yourself as a performer in your

work, that is, as an active agent in real

time? Or do you see yourself more as

someone who initiates and curates

situations/experiments, and then

observes developments?
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Annie Abrahams: I am, and I do, all of

this, but not always at the same time.

I see myself as a performer, but also

as part of the experiment. I am an

agent operating within a set of rules,

which I have myself defined.

Maria Chatzichristodoulou: Do you

consider much the type of experience

that you want your audiences to have

while attending your performances?

How important is this to you?

Annie Abrahams: This is an important

question, and one that is not easy to

answer. As mentioned earlier, I don’t

want the audience to be immersed in

my performances. I want them to be

distanced; in fact, I don’t want them

to be an audience at all, I would prefer

to think of them as involved

observers.

Those observers are not important for

the development of the piece as such

�at least that is the case for

performance works where audiences

are not invited to become actively

involved as participants. In those

cases my focus is on my performance

partner(s) and on what is happening

between us/them, rather than on

those observing us.

My intention it to test what, and how

much, we can share between us, and

how those relationships can develop.

At the same time, the performance

would not exist without the people

observing this; the exchange would

not make sense without their

presence.

Maybe a performance is for me, as an

artist, what an article is to a scientific

researcher �that is, a way to make

public, to share, something that you

think is important for other people to

know about or to feel. So it is clear

that I cannot perform my work in

solitude, I need people to share it

with.

The question of liveness though

remains for some of my performances

that do not actively involve the

audience, and this question is: does it

make a different to how audiences

experience the piece whether this is

streamed live, at the moment of its

making, or whether it is pre-recorded

and broadcasted at a different time? I

don’t think that there is a single

answer. This reminds me that, for

some time now, I have been musing

on making a webcam movie…

Annie talks about Politics
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Annie Abrahams:For a long time my

favourite saying was: “Please smile on

your neighbour in the morning”, I

think that a smile in the morning can

change a whole day and, by

consequence, a lot more. Smiling is a

political act, possibly the most

effective of all. A banal, insignificant

smile carries significant potential for

social change. I hate politics. I prefer

action.

http://bram.org/9meetings/index.ht

ml
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Mark Grimes. Maker Faire Africa: The Net Doing
Bertram Niessen

The last years are witnessing the rise

of a new phenomenon generally

defined as Makers movement. Its

pillar is the network grown around

Make Magazine and Maker Faire.

Make Magazine is a publication born

in 2006 that connects a wide range of

DIY projects related with technology.

Makers Faire is a meeting held around

the USA aiming at the connection of

backyard inventors, artists and high-

tech crafters. Behind this boom is

O’Reilley Media, the publisher

worldwide known for its software

manuals and for the support to many

initiatives related to technological

innovation, social entrepreneurship

and high-tech startups.

The Maker Faire is only the top of an

iceberg of worldwide upturn in new

forms of Do It Yourself, that includes

communities  and  laboratories

interested  in  hardware  hacking  (like

Dorkbot),  desktop  manufacturing

(MIT’s Centre for Bits and Bytes, the

FabLab movement), DIYbio, and many

others  “backyard”  approaches  to

mater ia l  product ion .  S imi lar

phenomena  have  always  existed  in

the  world  of  geeks,  but  there  is

something radically  new in what it’s

happening now.

We  can  identify  at  least  four  main

c a u s e s  o f  t h i s  r a p i d  s o c i a l

transformation.  Firstly,  there  is  an

increasing  number  of  people  with

high-level  education in sciences and

technologies. Secondly, this people is

now  connected  through  incredibly

powerful means thanks to the rise of

web  2 .0  (and  p lat forms,  l i ke  

Instructables, that allow to create and

share  extremely  complex  sets  of

informations in an easy way). Thirdly,

desktop  manufacturing  technologies

(like  the  open  source  3D  printing

projects  RepRap  and  the  MakerBot)

and  services  (like  the  on-demand

lasercutting  portal  Ponoko)  are

becoming  extremely  accessible  and

cheap. Finally,  there is  an increasing

interest  in  open  hardware  projects

(think at Arduino: it’s cheap, extremely

flexible,  customizable  and even kids
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can learn to use it). According to many

observers,  this  situation  is  going  to

reshape  the  way  we  think  at  the

relat ionships  among  materia l

production,  technology,  innovation

and  society.

This panorama is extremely exciting,

but it’s entirely based on north-

american and european perspectives.

What the makers are, what they do

and what are their motivations is

mainly defined within the boundaries

of needs, wishes and imageries of rich

countries.

I n  2 0 0 9  a  g r o u p  o f  s o c i a l

entrepreneurs  and  designers  has

started  to  re-think  grassroots

invention concept in an African frame,

putting together makers from various

countries and asking: “What happens

when you put the drivers of ingenious

concepts from Mali  with those from

Ghana and Kenya, and add resources

to the mix?” (from their website). The

answer to this question is Maker Faire

Africa,  an  international  organization

founded  by  Mark  Grimes  (Ned.com)

along with Emeka Okafor (TED Africa),

Emer  Beamer  (Butterfly  Works  and

Nairobits),  Erik  Hersman (Afrigadget)

and Henry Barnor (Ghana Think). The

physical  meeting  Maker  Faire  Africa

has been held in Ghana in 2009 and in

Kenya in 2010.

M a k e r  F a i r e  A f r i c a  a i m s  a t

documenting,  connecting  and

organizing african DIY initiatives, with

a specific focus on the possibility to

launch  in  the  markets  some  of  the

inventions.  The  project  is  of  an

extreme interest because it  looks at

bottom-up innovation  where  people

decide what are their needs and what

are the best ways to satisfy them. In

african  countries  there  is  a  strong

need  for  this  crucial  switch  in  the

approach to  technology  and society

because it  can potentially drive to a

re-shaping  of  power  balances  with

the rest of the world.

Waiting  to  hear  news  of  makers

networks in Asia and South-America,

we  have  decided  to  interview  Marc

Grimes, one of the founders of Makers

Faire Africa. He came to Italy for a talk

at  the  Festivaletteratura  in  Mantua,

invited by the non-profit Fondazione

Lettera 27.
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Marco Mancuso and Bertram Niessen:

The first thing that would be

interesting to explore is the

relationship that exists among Maker
Faire in the U.S.A., Maker Faire Africa,
Ned.com, NedSpace and Afrigadget.

What is this network, and how does it

work?

Mark Grimes: I was familiar with Evan

Williams, the gentleman who started

Twitter. I saw him launching Twitter,

so I went in it. I did the traditional

frenzy things that a lot of people did

in the early days. I adopted it and it

was like “Uhm…I don’t get it”. A few

months later, a lot of people that I had

great respect for were starting to use

Twitter and I told myself: “Ok, I must

have overlooked something”. So I

went back, and I said: “Well, let’s have

a second look”.

Using a new search feature in Twitter I

put myself in something I was

particular very interested in:

“microfinance”. I started to follow

people who was talking about

microfinance, development and

emerging markets. Then I started also

to ask questions via Twitter about

Africa and Erik Hersman responded to

me: I didn’t know who he was,

whatever he did, as he didn’t know

who I was. From then, we had some

dialogue back and forth, privately on

Twitter: we used to do a near-network

which was the precursor of mine

Ned.com (a global online co-working

space for early stage social

entrepreneurs and collaborative social

ventures). We used to have a weekly

telephone call: “Here’s what I’m

working on this week” or “Here’s what

I hope to accomplish by next week”.

Here is where the network started,

from the early idea of an online

network for entrepreneurs.

After a few chats, I said to this Erik:

“Do you think we can create a weekly

call about small and medium sized

organizations, technology, and

innovation in Africa and invite others

into the conversation?”. He said: “That

would be brilliant!”. So we did just

that. We started inviting interested

people into the online conversation

on our platform: out of that, we also

invited Emeka Okafor, who’s the

gentleman that put together the very

first TED Africa conference. He came

to this, and, thinking out loud, said:

“What would a Maker Faire be like in

Africa?”.

From that, another friend and
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associate who runs the MIT Ideas

program said: “That’s a really

interesting idea, if you’re going to

pursue it, MIT might be able to match

some funds. Not a huge amount you

know, perhaps seven thousand dollars

(USD)”. We thought “Hmmm maybe

we should really pursue this. Maybe

we should recognize this is a good

idea?”. From that an incredible

organization Butterfly Works and one

of their co-founders Emer Beamer

from Amsterdam came on board; it

was the first commitments of a small

handful of sponsors to support the

team as a sponsor.

From there, we put together the

team: Emer Beamer came on work.

Henry Barnor, from California, came

on as well. Henry’s a

technical/technology guy; he’s

someone that has the deepest

understanding of software. Emer is

more, in a way, the operations person.

I’m more of the marketing, sales, and

business-model side of things. And

Erik Hersman is the grassroots guys.

Erik understands the Afrigadget side

of things. He’s been doing this for

some other kind of folks. He knows

how to find them, how to discover

cover them. He knows the good from

the copycats, he understands that all.

From there, we decided to move

ahead with our first event, and every

team member – including myself! –

had someone to contact, including

some family member in Accra, Ghana.

We knew Ghana was the oldest

democracy in Africa; it would be a

great first place to start. It was

January/February of 2009: we had a

commitment on the location, the Kofi

Annan Center, and we had some

makers that were bringing things

from outside. Then we started to find

local makers: Henry and Erik getting

on motorbikes and riding out in the

rural areas of Ghana were looking for

inventors, showing people the stuff

we were doing, just finding out some

cool stuff. We also had some TV and

some radio interviews. At the end, we

had 59 makers, and over a thousand

people attended. We immediately

decided “Ok, let’s do this again”.

Marco Mancuso and Bertram Niessen:

What about the makers profiles? Are

they engineers? Are they amateurs, or

professional amateurs?

Mark Grimes: In many cases they’re

individuals, in some cases they’re

teams of people. The majority of them
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probably don’t have any formal

education in the area. Some of them

you might consider engineers, others

you might consider artists. I think they

would consider themselves

professional amateurs. If you go to a

land in rural parts of Kenya and you

ask them: “What would you do to

describe yourself ?”, they will reply

“I’m a farmer, and a farmer develops

this machines”. You know, my

grandfather was a carpenter. During

the Great Depression in the US he

made this unbelievable tools for

mahogany wood industry and he

traded them for food. The things he

created were amazing stuff. But he

perceived himself as a farmer.

Marco Mancuso and Bertram Niessen:

How the Match a Maker section on

the website could help the makers to

fit with the inputs coming from

market and investors?

Mark Grimes: We wanted to do this

“Match a Maker” web site where

people could actually put online their

e-mail, their phone number, their

picture and a description of what he

made and what he does. To a certain

degree, the second year of Maker

Faire Africa was a success because

now we have this thing we’ve created,

we’ve a story of an outcome we can

point to and say: “Here’s what we did”.

We want to help makers, innovators

and inventors get their product and

idea to the next level, whatever that

“next level” might mean. Something

that may be good for building income

for that one maker, or something that

might scale to hire and impact dozens

of people in that makers community.

We want to provide a platform and

provide guidance and collaboration,

we are not trying to be prescriptive.

Personally, I’ve very interested in the

underlying elements of the

Millennium Development Goals and

am looking for innovations and

inventions that could scale to provide

social benefit to over one million

people in multiple countries in five

years or under. Hard to find? Of

course.

Marco Mancuso and Bertram Niessen:

The cultural fields around the Makers

Movement are extremely diverse. In

Europe, for example, they are more

linked to art, technology and

hacktivism. In the US there is a

heterogeneous composition too:

some values from the world of crafts,

some others from the social
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entrepreneur’s culture. How does it

work in Africa? Are there other kinds

of institutional cultures involved, such

as the NGOs ones?

Mark Grimes: Our theory is to work in

an open source environment, inviting

everybody that wants to come and

help the makers. If an NGO comes, it’s

fantastic. “Come on, let’s do this!”.

They can do incredible stuff. The most

important thing is what the

experience means for the makers:

bringing more makers, divergent

makers, more makers from outside

the country as well, and make sure

they have the best experience

possible with the all Maker Faire. A

good example is General Electric, GE

came in as a sponsor, but more

importantly they came with a creative

approach, as they created a non-cash

prize: they wanted to pick up a maker

and took him to India to work for

three days with a GE’s CTO head of

technology. The fact is that anybody

which is involved in this kind of things,

would kill to do that. It’s something

invaluable; that’s an amazing

experience. Another great example:

ASME/Engineering for Change

brought one of its board members to

Nairobi and they meet with many of

the technical and engineering

participants at Maker Faire Africa. Also

we talked with Capasso Group, a

group of engineers/designers from

Italy, and that’s going to be a good

experience too. NGOs and makers

have to do things together. Obviously

we got some great good partners in

NPOs/NGOs.

Marco Mancuso and Bertram Niessen:

When you say open source, do you

talk about it in a formalized way? Is

there an attempt to build something

like a common pool ?

Mark Grimes: There’s been no drive for

that formally yet, but a couple of

people I’ve talked to want to develop

their business level to the next level.

They want to upgrade it to make

success, and this mixes up with the

open source principles.

Marco Mancuso e Bertram Niessen:

We would need some examples of the

objects you’re talking about. And we

would also like to have also some

examples of involvement in the

market for the makers.

Mark Grimes: One of the models I’m

working on now is an object I brought

in my bag. The story starts in Accra
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where I meet Dominic Wanjihia an

inventor we brought from Nairobi to

the first Maker Faire Africa. We were

sitting at dinner with 20 or more other

people at an outdoor restaurant and

Dominic asked it I wanted to see an

invention of his that helped stop the

spread of Malaria in the slums of

Kibera. The item is a tool that looks

much like the lid of a can and it can be

affixed on the base of a light bulb and

filled up with some local herbs that

repel malaria mosquitoes. When the

bulb lights up, the herbs fill up the air

with this repellent smoke, and

mosquitoes fly away. An interesting

point is that in Kibera they have

power only for two hours in the

morning and two hours in the

evening, high risk times for Malaria

infection and a time people are not

protected by bed nets. So, the herbs

are lightened up only for four hours a

day. Given the right planning and

nurturing this model can be built to

build in a revenue stream! Another

model I’m working on is something

I’m calling “micro-venture finance”: a

new connection between venture

finance and microfinance, with

investment and seed capital for

innovative and disruptive ideas and

funding in the 5,000 to 15,000 USD

range in emerging markets and

developing countries.

Marco Mancuso e Bertram Niessen:

From another point of view, these

inventions could be considered also as

pure design or artworks. Do you have

other examples in this direction?

Mark Grimes: Yes, of course. I can tell

you the story of this guy that realizes

couches, tables and chairs with

recycled plastic bottles. Solid and

confortables. The hard challenge is to

ship them to the US, for example. Our

team tried to accord money transport:

it costs 200 dollars to ship it while the

price of the product is 200 dollars as

well. And it never arrived…. All these

things are like millions of challenges

to be faced in a separate manner.

Marco Mancuso e Bertram Niessen:

Do you think that what you’re doing

with Maker Faire Africa can also be

reproduced in other countries? One of

the things to reflect on, at this point,

is how much this kind of system can

be reproduced in different areas of

the world also according to the social

and technical conditions…

Mark Grimes: Myself and one of the

other Maker Faire Africa co-founders

are also focused on developing

countries and emerging markets

outside Africa. I’m trying to figure out

how we can cross the nations. So, the

answer is yes, there are things that

can be taken outside the borders of

countries: As an example, Kiva a

business whose mission is to connect

people, through lending, for the sake

of alleviating poverty by combining
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microfinance with the internet,

creating a global community of

people connected through crowd

sourced lending). Another example is

Grameen Bank a social enterprise

focused exclusively in Bangladesh

that, over 35 years, has facilitated and

supported a network of over 14,000

rural enterprises creating significant

cost and time savings for villagers. Yet

another example is Drishtee focused

on the rural poor in India which in just

a few short years has provided an

effective channel for enterprises to

sell products and services to over

3,500 rural kiosks where they make

products available in rural areas, also

providing digital training and

computer access.

Marco Mancuso e Bertram Niessen:

During our first meeting we had an

interesting conversation about the

mobile phone potentialities. I felt you

pretty sure about the phone

potentialities in terms of development

and you told me a story that I didn’t

know about the growing percentage

of people in Africa that have a mobile

phone. Probably here in Western

countries we don’t think it could be

possible. Why are you so sure about

the fact that this could be the way to

go beyond digital divide?

Mark Grimes: One thing that really

surprised me about Africa is that

everybody has a mobile phone. In the

last 10 years mobile phone use in the

continent of Africa has grown from 5%

to 55%. In many places in Africa there

are people who have mobile devices

but homes that have no electricity, so

how do they power them? Many

people in Africa pay .25 to .50 cents to

a retailer to plug in and power their

phone up. It’s amazing! The

interesting point is to realize the

emergence of such need, and then to

try to find a way to solve the problem.

For example, using the kinetic power

of the bike to charge it. When you

look at something like Ushahidi (a

collaborative web platforms that

allows to share mapping and SMS text

information on crisis areas, firstly

developed by Kenyans during the

2008 crisis) you can see what is the

importance of connectivity in these

areas. Ushahidi created an open

source software platform and

combined Google maps with text

based reporting of problems in Kenya.

Mobile and smart phone devices are

going change the future of

computing; they are also going to
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have a tremendous impact social

change and making the world a better

place.

http://makerfaireafrica.com/

http://www.matchamaker.info/
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Ars Electronica 2010. Art And Technology For A
Better Future

Barbara Sansone

Talking about an event like Ars

Electronica is far from easy, first of all

due do its sheer size, Size about the

multiplicity of possible activities

(attending exhibitions, conferences,

laboratories, performances,

projections; resting and exchanging

views at the meeting points;

participating to a variety of parallel

activities,), the creative sites whose

boundaries fade one into another

(video, cinema, dance, music,

ininstallations, handcrafting,

animation, sustainability, architecture,

games, science, medicine, biology…

and the wide extension of spaces

across which the festival is

articulated.

It is nonetheless true that out of the

generous amount of works and

meetings not everything is truly worth

of mention. But everything in the

festival is contributing to the special

ambiance of those days and place.

Yes because Ars Electronica ,

especially in a place the Tabakfabrik ,

the outstanding location of this year.

For a few days it becomes a world, a

lifestyle for all fans full-time

immersed into it. Spaces and

attendants are all together

contributing to the great energy and

richness capable of reaching a variety

of people.

Ars Electronica is an event different

from anything else. First of all for the

prestige acquired during its long

history (last years they celebrated the

30thanniversary) for the intense

activity of the Center behind it and it

is now the annual meeting point for

artists, experts, and fans from all over

the world. And also because it is a

festival where everything is well cared

and realized: it is enough recalling

that every installation is attended by a

person (most often the artist himself)

who is there not only to avoid

damages but also for providing

explanations. But there is also another

reason.
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An issue frequently raised in the

cultural research circles is how to

educate people appreciating the new

forms of art. A long debated issue

somehow solved at Linz. Linz people

actually goes to Ars Electronica:

families with children, teenagers and

even old people looking at

installations and performances and

attending conferences.

Maybe is due to their living in a town

whose culture is linked to the Ars

Electronica Center, so defining its

identity, anyhow the result of this

year, taking into account the

numerous visitors from abroad,

reached the number of 90,200.

According to Festival organisers, what

inspired curiosity from inhabitants

was also the possibility of visiting the

inside of a factory, they previously

saw only from outside. It could be, bit

the fact is that when looking at the

works they did not behave as

occasional onlookers.

The Linz cigarette factory, dismissed a

year ago, has now become a symbol

of the profound economic changes

characterizing our age and going side

by side with planetary emergencies.

Appeals that this year were a Festival

central issue: Repair. They don’t talk

anymore of recycling but rather of

repairing and using things up to their

total exhaustion going countercurrent

to the “race to arms” ongoing since a

few years in the information

technology and telephone markets.

And a sizeable part of Ars Electronica

2010 was denouncing exactly this and

invited people to visit non

biodegradable waste repositories,

already out of use or close to (plastic

bags, ampoules, engines, cathodic

tube TV, in the Requiem for dying

species exhibition). To get information

about the long trips of wastes

(visualised in Trash Track by the Italian

architect Carlo Ratti) or their huge

number (In.fondo.al.mar from David

Boardman and Paolo Gerbaudo, or

portraits Running the numbers of

Chris Jordan) To observe and try

alternative methods of transportation

(electrical vehicles in the courtyard or

bizarre projects of Proben exhibition).

To find inspiration about how to

restore and reuse objects and

materials of any kind (stands of

Platform21). Even to create musical

bands like the Japanese Ei Wada

which in its performance Braun Tube
Jazz Band generates sounds from old

TV screens simply by stroking them.
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Repairing the environment: yes but

not only. Repairing also our society as

proposed byDas Mobile Ö1 Atelier

with light and cheap houses well

suited for emargencies like Haiti; Ralf

Schmerberg with his movie Problema,

a reflection on people’s perception of

the big problems of our world;

Mongsen Jacobsen, with his

installation Power of mind 4 –
Dissociative defense, which gives to a

galvanic battery made from potatoes

the task of cambating censorship.

And also to repair human body.

Besides dedicating to shiatsu,

craniosacral therapy, yoga,

kinesiology and so on, an entire floor

of Tabakfabrik, last Prix Ars

Electronica assigned Golden Nica for

the section Interactive Art to the

project Eye Writer, of Zach Lieberman,

Chris Sugrue and Theo Watson with

participation of Graffiti Research Lab.

A team of excellence who decided to

create this system when graffiti artist

became paralysed due to lateral

amyotrophic sclerosis. An instrument

allowing to continue designing would

have been too costly, so Lieberman,

Watson, Sugrue and GRLs started

working around one of thewir own

capitalising on the only mobile part

left to the unlucky boy; his pupil.

Also Revital Cohen thought about

disabile people with his Phantom
Recorder, proposing a way for

recording the perception

phenomenom of phantom limb and

projecting it on a possible prothesis.

But body can also be used as an

interface as demonstrated by Soniua

Cillari in her performance. An Italian

artist based in Amsterdam, Sonia

presented at Ars Electronica her As an
artist I have to rest an exhausting

performance of 90 minutes in which

the artist laid on the ground and

breathing through a tube generates a

digital creature called Feather.

But body can also be enriched, for

instance through
 Lighting

Choreographe
r, the special suit of
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LEDs designed by Minoru Fujimoto,

improving dancers expression through

an interactive system. And modifiable

as shown by Stelarc with the now

famous Ear on Arm his last foly and

Gold Nica from the section Hybrid Art.

From this excentric performer we

truly don’t know what to expect

further. Now that he got an ear

implanted onto his arm (and images

from the surgical interavention

became a photographic exhibition,

signed Nina Sellars), with the goal of

converting it into a receiver and

transmitter.

Up to now the artist underwent two

surgical interventions and suffered

various complications. Other

interventions nave been planned but

between one and the next recovery

periods are needed so that the overall

time of this unusual project is

prolonged. Stelarc was due attending

Ars Electronica but due to a minor

accident the public had to be satisfied

with his avatar of Second Life. The

ones wanting more details and not

being too impressionable can go to

the website of the artist.

Our attempts to replicate human

body have become no longer

impossible in the last few years. Two

interesting panels were dedicated to

robotics at Ars Electronica 2010 with

the outstanding presence of ASIMO
the hypersophisticated humanoid

developed by Honda (visible in action

at Deep Space of the Ars Electronica

Center, in a presentation a bit too

much Las Vegas style)

Starring guest and expert on how to

move inside the Autrian festival was

Professor Hiroshi Ishigur (visible at the

beginning of Surrogates movie by

Jonathan Mostow, with his clone

Geminoid HI-1, installed last year at

the Festival bar) His goal is that of

creating more human interfaces for

communicating with relatives,

without the unpersonal aspect and

touch of phones and computers. So,

he presented this year his Telenoid

whose stylish appearance aimed at

identifying it to whom one chooses,

seemed to scare children. A reduced

version of Telenoid, to be called

Elfoid, will be such to be handheld as

a cell phone and fully portable.

But robotics are not always aimed at

mimicking human body, as

demonstrated by the delicious

Oribotics of Matthew Gardiner. This

Australian artist currently at Futurelab

of Ars Electronica Center has been

working for years on this project,

creating mechanical, interactive

origamis with materials always better

suited with an increasingly precise

and ergonomic functioning. And also

the ever-present Golan Levin

described some of his past robot

creatures (like the witty Double Taker
(Snout) based on studying human

reaction and body expression.
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And all of this was in fact simply a part

of the wide Festival offer. Here we

have no room for describing it in full.

If the first reaction approaching the

Tabakfabrik was some frustration due

to the difficulty in finding works

through the labyrinthic factory

spaces, soon after people were

finding a more serendipitous rhythm

while exploring rooms, opening doors,

climbing stairs, ending their days by

ticking on the program (86 pages) all

they could see in their day.

Three days was the time I needed to

look around a bit everywhere. This is

not to say that Festval ended there.

Each day there was plenty of

conferences, with the only defect of

occurring in parallel in different

spaces so obliging one to difficult

choices (like for Prix Forum Digital
Music & Sound Art overlapping with

the second part of Media Facades
Symposium, … a real pity)

It was then worth coming back to

spaces already visited just to see what

was going on, observing public,

finding by chance some unique

unannounced event (like when they

turned on only once during Festival all

the engines Dies irae – Remembering

EB 180, as omage to the project of

1989 108 EB – Chamber Music for Four
Motors and Service Personnel di

Hubert Lepka e Lawine Torren),

pausing for checking your e-mail (

free wi-fi all across the factory,

obviously) close to the preferred

installations (often in the large room

dedicated to Cycloïd-E, of Swiss

brothers Cod.Art: a marvellous

horizontal swinging pendulum with

arms producing an hypnotic sound)

As well as to revive the area under

another point of view. Or under

another point of hearing, as allowed

by the Christina Kubisch‘s Electrical
Walks, the historic project of the

German sound artist that provides, to

participants of his “walks”, some

special headphones that can make

audible the electromagnetic

disturbances in which we are

unconsciously absorbed.
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Una settimana, quindi, all’insegna

dell’arte. Arte dappertutto, arte anche

dove non te l’aspettavi. Perfino sulle

scale che conducevano ai piani alti di

una delle sezioni dell’edificio, dove ci

si imbatteva nella splendida

installazione sonora Champs de
fouilles (Excavations), di Martin

Bédard, premiata con un Award of

Distinction al Prix Ars Electronic. Una

composizione che sembrava essere

stata pensata appositamente per qual

tipo di spazio anche se l’artista, in

realtà, non si è dichiarato molto

contento di vederla presentata in un

luogo di passaggio, pieno di voci e

porte che sbattevano. Dato che

sembra fosse l’unico spazio

disponibile, Bèdard ha chiuso un

occhio con dignità, sperando che chi

rimanesse colpito dalla sua musica poi

trovasse il modo e il tempo di

ascoltarla in situazioni più raccolte. E

non si è sbagliato.

In merito agli spazi, la fabbrica a

quanto pare non è stato un luogo così

facile da gestire, perché ufficialmente

schedato come edificio di interesse

culturale. Il festival non era

autorizzato quindi a toccare nulla. Ma,

grazie all’ecoarredamento e alle pareti

di cartone di PappLab (che per

esempio hanno consentito di ricavare

tante piccole sale cinematografiche,

nello spazio dedicato al festival di

animazione) e all’abilità degli

organizzatori nella gestione dello

spazio, alla fine queste difficoltà non

sono apparse evidenti al pubblico e

non hanno impedito che anzi le

installazioni venissero perfino

valorizzate dalla location (senza

contare la possibilità di presentare

ogni sera performance di mapping

sulla facciata del magazzino della

fabbrica e tra le quali si è distinta per il

buon gusto il lavorO del collettivo

turco Griduo).

Evidentissimo è stato per esempio il

caso di Water-Earth, dell’islandese

Finnbogi Pétursson, collocata al fondo

di un’amplissima sala buia che

permetteva di godere di tutta la sua

bellezza solo da una certa distanza.

L’aspetto più sorprendente di questa

installazione è la sua semplicità: con

pochi ingredienti (frequenze a 7,8

hertz, una vasca d’acqua e un

proiettore di luce) l’artista è riuscito a

creare un ambiente visivo e sonoro

incredibilmente suggestivo che riesce

davvero a trasmettere la pulsazione

vitale della terra.

E la semplicità è anche uno dei punti
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di forza di Plant, eccellente opera di

Akira Nakayasu, ancora una volta da

inserire nel campo della robotica: una

pianta che reagisce all’ombra

muovendosi dolcemente come se la

accarezzasse il vento. Deliziosa e

poetica, di quelle opere che ti

metteresti a casa. Così come erano

davvero belle e interessanti altre tre

installazioni: Ocean of light: Surface,

di Squisoup, scultura tridimensionale

dove luci e suoni fluiscono in modo

interattivo e con estrema eleganza;

Framework f5x5x5, di LAb[au], parete

di geometrie mobili e luminose che

con il loro movimento producono un

suono estremamente gradevole;  216
prepared dc-motors / filler wire
1.0mm di Zimoun, giovane svizzero

autodidatta che usa elementi

meccanici per esaminare la creazione

e la degenerazione dei pattern.

E, naturalmente, last but not least, la

performance Rheo: 5 horizons del

solito Ryoichi Kurokawa. L’artista

giapponese, vincitore del Golden Nica

nella categoria Digital Music & Sound

Art, ha dimostrato la consueta

capacità di manipolazione del

paesaggio visivo e dei suoni naturali,

così come nella nuova performance

audiovisiva 

Inject

, l’artista Canadese

Herman Kolgen dimostra il suo ormai

riconosciut talento nel coniugare una

fotografia impressionante con una

narrativa visiva e sonora che lascia con

il fiato sospeso, ma senza mai ricadere

nel cliché.

Una serata davvero indimenticabile

che ha segnato in bellezza il termine

del festival. La fabbrica in realtà è

rimasta aperta ancora qualche giorno,

ma conferenze e performance ormai

erano terminate, quasi tutto era

chiuso e molte delle opere erano già

in viaggio verso il loro paese d’origine.

Restavano i visitatori distratti

dell’ultimo minuto (o quelli tratti in

inganno dalle date ufficiali del festival,

che effettivamente favorivano il

malinteso), i nostalgici che

ripercorrevano le sale un’ultima volta

prima di partire, coloro che si

incontravano per scambiarsi i dati di

contatto e salutarsi. Senza dubbio con

un arrivederci all’edizione dell’anno

prossimo.

http://www.aec.at/
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Expecting Expectations. An Interview With
Isaac Mao
Robin Peckham

Isaac Mao has been called the

ultimate Chinese digital guru,

maintaining interests in commerce,

electronic communication, and,

increasingly, network politics. He is

broadly labelled a venture capitalist,

blogger, software architect,

entrepreneur, and researcher in

learning and social technology,

dividing his time between research,

social work, business, and technology.

He is currently venture partner at

Neuron VC, director of the Social Brain

Foundation (foundation for social

media and free culture in China,

including particularly access, speech

and thiking freedom), and advisor to

Global Voices Online. He is now a

fellow at the Berkman Center for

Internet and Society at Harvard

University, developing his Sharism

theory discussed below.

As one of the earliest bloggers in the

Chinese community, Mao was a co-

founder of CNBlog.org, the earliest

grassroots publishing evangelism site

in China, and a co-organizer of the

annual Chinese Blogger Conference.

The CNBlog team later became the

Social Brain Foundation, which

promotes social media and free

culture in China, particularly including

free access, free speech, and free

thinking. The Foundation currently

supports Idea Factory, Memedia,

Digital Nomads, Open Education, and

Creative Commons China, among

other initiatives. As a trained software

engineer, he has a long history in

leading the development of both

business and consumer software.

After turning to social computing

research, Isaac organized the first

Social Software Forum in China.
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Sharism, broadly speaking, is an

ideology that attempts to reconcile

the sometimes idealistic cultures of

open source and new media theory

with the tech business community,

creating viable options for both

content sharing and progressive

models of profitability. Expanding on

a conception of “cloud intelligence”

that he has presented previously in

several exhibitions and essays, Isaac

Mao here clarifies how and why

everyone from artists and dissidents

to investors and marketers should

open up their lives and work in order

to protect their own interests, offering

a solution for networked creativity

that moves beyond the Californian

ideology at long last.

Hoping to hear a more personal

perspective on how this technical

framework may one day be

implemented, Isaac Mao met with me

in the basement cafe of the Sogo

Department Store in Causeway Bay

on a rainy Hong Kong day, just days

before his second child was born.

Robin Peckham: I’m glad we found

the chance to meet today, because I

was moderating a panel on the

opening up of digital art archives at

the Wikitopia conference on

collaborative futures yesterday and

we talked briefly about Sharism. In

that vaguely academic context, it

seems that the theoretical framework

of the project is relatively clear at this

point, but have you made any

progress in actual implementation, in

getting the word out to a wider

audience?

Isaac Mao: That’s part of the

philosophy of Sharism: you have to

tell people how it can work in the

physical world, the real world. I try to

observe how people can benefit from

these ideas in daily life, particularly

through their organizations and other

social activity like so-called social

enterprises. Sharing is not just giving;

there is also a return on your interests.

It amplifies your contribution to

society, without which you cannot be

sustainable all the time. Before I

started the Sharism project I focused

more purely on technology, especially

on how people implement different

kinds of new technologies that help

people meaningfully collaborate. We

should try to think about the marks

and traces that we create over time.

The traditional system does not truly

log our achievements in the long-

term. Sharism gives you a path: you

can always look back, and we can
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maintain have our own grassroots

space on a human scale, a history

written by individuals. With this we

can create a scenario of cloud

intelligence, and as people relay their

knowledge into this cloud one by one

these changes can reach a certain

level.

Robin Peckham: Speaking of which,

how does privacy fit in with the

context of Sharism?

Isaac Mao: I think privacy is becoming

more important. Sharism gives people

a better sense of the social spectrum.

Previously, we only had two polar

modes: private and public, and of

course we don’t like our private things

to become public. However, we are

now living in a spectrum that we

never sensed before. Some things are

private at some times, but at others

they are not, depending on the

context or who we are with. This is a

spectrum that we can manage and

come to consensus on what kind of

information we can share or don’t like

to share. Sometimes I share different

things to different people. It’s a kind

of strategy. We intuitively manage

privacy now. Of course sometimes I

don’t like to share my private phone

number and private address in some

places, like perhaps in China. But in

other countries it may be different,

depending on cultural difference or

safety.

But we are seeing changes. In China,

many dissidents and activists are

open up their personal information.

Why? Because previously they just

wanted to close it down to protect

themselves without being tracked by

the government. Someone might

want people to know his position so

he can do things secretly. But now

many are opening up this information

because they see the social power.

Once they’ve opened up their

position, home phone, and travel

plans, more people in the cloud know

where they are at the same time as

the authorities. He is protected even

as he is tracked. This has happened

over the past two years. People want

to support dissidents and rights

organizations, but at the same time

they have to care for personal safety.

If you support someone, you could

get into trouble as well. But if you only

send a postcard, or 140 units of

information, who can touch you?

I studied neuroscience a bit, and the

neurons inside your brain tend to
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resemble social structures, so our

individuals can be social neurons.

Perhaps they different from biological

neurons in structure, but the theory

can be similar. We can see how

people create their own input and

output channels to each other. We all

have many different channels to

connect to different people in

different contexts. If we could bring

such things into a technical setting we

wouldn’t need to take care of each

channel manually all the

time–otherwise we get totally

overloaded. Many people are

concerned with this right now,

information overload. It is already a

huge burden. How can I deal with it

all? How can I manage to keep up

with blogs, microblogs, social

networks, and so on? Technologies

can try to simplify all of this. By

sharing such information, more

people can join and more information

can be shared.

Robin Peckham:I’d like to stop you

there for now and move on to

something a bit more specific. The

last time we spoke in Shanghai at

Xindanwei last spring we talked about

the ideology of Sharism, growing out

of your widely circulated essay in

Freesouls. I think a lot of people are

now pretty clear on that. Today I want

to know a little more about

implementation. Last spring you were

still brainstorming with collaborators

Jon Philips and Christopher Adams,

talking about whether this should

become a software service based in

the cloud, some kind of general

platform, or what. Would you hook it

into blogs and other formats, like the

plugins that now allow trackbacks on

shared content? Is that where Sharism

is going now? Do you have a technical

platform that you’re working on at the

moment?

Isaac Mao: Exactly. We are using

Sharism.org as an open platform to

identify a protocol. A protocol, like the

GSM protocol that makes phones talk

to each other in the same language,

allows two entities to shake hands

and then transfer information. We are

all social neurons with synapses and

nodes, and if we care about those

connections through something like

Sharism we need a common protocol

to communicate. We have now

defined something called the Open

Share Protocol (OSP) based on the

description of value-added paths. This

is about trying to give technical tools

to individuals and interfaces to
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businesses. If something is regarded

as valuable, it will be shared. The basis

of the share bank system is the OSP,

which is entirely based on goodwill.

We want people to be more open to

do more things together on the side

of justice. This will help more people

to understand and recognize

influence: if I have more shares and

have become influential, I can then

recommend you as a “good” person, a

shareable person. So then at that

point other businesses can reward

you, not only for mentioning their

corporate interests but also for

sharing in general.

Robin Peckham: So who signs the

shares to begin with? Just

corporations?

Isaac Mao: I think some of the first

entities to start the share bank

systems will be social enterprises,

because they encourage people to

share most of the time anyway. They

want people to contribute and give.

At the same time, they also want to

record your contributions. For

example, we now have billboards that

announce the largest charity donors

each year. But that’s not enough,

because there millions of people who

contribute time and social power,

much more than just that leading

financial portion of the long tail. We

need more social contributions from

everyone. This kind of sharing system

can be implemented first in social

enterprises, like Xindanwei, which will

support the OSP. Any time you blog

your blogging platform will record

your shares within your own system,

but if you mention Xindanwei the two

systems will talk to each other

through this protocol, and then the

blogging system will trackback to the

share bank in Xindanwei, which will

add value to your share account.

Robin Peckham: Does that happen

automatically, or is it reviewed

personally by someone on the

corporate end? What if there is a “bad

share” that negatively affects the

corporation?

Isaac Mao:It has to be done manually.

They judge the work. But there are no

good or bad shares. That’s an

argument at the moment amongst

the developers. I strongly suggest that

an organization like Xindanwei should

still be required to recognize even

negative comments. The protocol

supports mentioning, the fact of
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mentioning, because we see a lot of

rubbish online today for purposes of

search engine optimization. But if it

leads back to a real identity, like Isaac

or Robin, we won’t want to just

publish rubbish because then our

social value would be quickly reduced.

The businesses should not care too

much that they are criticized. If your

blog tracks back to the Xindanwei

protocol, they cannot easily refuse

that publicity. But this system might

evolve with further discussion.

Robin Peckham: It seems like this

could be really easy to send spam,

effectively. If you were to want a lot

of free Coke you could write about it

all the time, completely ignoring more

central things like Creative Commons

or Sharism itself, in your case.

Isaac Mao: This is a very interesting

thing. Because you can share a lot of

things, and no matter what you share

one system or another will record you.

But if you put out too much, your

social network will dramatically

reduce your value. You have to judge

for yourself.

Robin Peckham:So how does your

network affect the shares that you’re

collecting?

Isaac Mao:The network itself is a kind

of gatekeeper for the platform as a

whole, which is a very distributed

system. These people, these human

nodes, can add more weight to the

value of your sharing. For example, if

the Coke share bank tries to record

your sharing, it will judge your points

based on the surroundings of your

social graph, or how far your share

gets. How large or how distant your

sharing can reach generates an

impact on your worth. They might

recognize you, for example, for one

share per instance of sharing plus one

share for each person you influence

with that instance. This kind of sharing

might differ from one bank to

another. Xindanwei, for example,

might have some alterations. Perhaps

one blog post might be worth one

share in that bank, but when you

collect one thousand shares you can

get a 20% discount. You have to share

more to reach this kind of incentive.

Robin Peckham:  Would that unduly

reward people who are already

influential and well-connected for

reasons that might not be related to
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sharing? For example, someone like

you or Joi Ito might write a lot about

open culture and this world is a part

of what you do, so it makes sense that

you have tens of thousands of

followers and can accumulate that

level of share value. But what about

someone like pop star Justin Bieber,

real estate mogul Pan Shiyi, or even

the fake Sina Microblog account for

Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao. How do

you accord value to their work? Is it all

done through follower counts?

Isaac Mao: It’s about resonance. There

are people who gain a million

followers in one night, perhaps

because they’re already famous in the

real world, but then never say

anything really valuable, only tweeting

a word or a line every week. That

makes it hard for valuable shares to

accumulate on the various systems.

They cannot generate dynamic share

accumulation without a blog and

other content tools. It could happen

that, with a million followers,

someone could be influential just

because he has value in the traditional

world that’s already recognized. But

someone else with just a thousand

followers could have a similar effect

through the strength of sharing,

content, and networks. A good

message could generate a million

retweets. I think this is actually more

fair than before. In traditional media

theory, if I have a million subscribers

I’m on top of everything. But then

someone else yelling on the street,

and only five people can hear him and

no one cares because the message is

inaudible and cannot be relayed. But

now we have persistent paths from

one person to the next. I cannot just

become disconnected. This value

gives that person more power,

helping common people to become

collaborators more important than

celebrities.

Robin Peckham:  People are talking

now about how Google Instant will kill

SEO, because now when you attempt

to search for something you can

change your search in the middle of

typing and never see the same

keyword-based structure again. Are

you worried that this kind of Sharism

referral system will lead to a new form

of social media optimization in which

people begin to use only keywords as

the content of their sharing?

Isaac Mao:We have experienced many

cases of abuse throughout the two

years of our intensive study of social

media development. We have seen

some identities that try to spam other

people with hashtags, a lot of

hashtags in their messages and

retweets, in addition to adding a large

number of other people to get

attention, and so on. But after a

period of time people learned to

recognize that, starting to pay

attention to these people not for the

information but for the bad behavior.
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They learn to unfollow them, block

them, cut them out. Twitter also pays

attention to this. There are many

levels of gatekeepers. I very much

emphasize the social part of this

equation. When more people begin to

pay attention to these issues, they will

move these problems out of the

network, filtering them out. If

anything, spam becomes less

important than before and after a

while these identities give up on their

own, because it takes more effort to

maintain it this way. If a spammer

senses that it’s less viable to pay that

price, he will quit. It’s an economic

evaluation.

Robin Peckham: We’ve talked a bit

about how that connection works for

the user, rewarded through the

corporate share banks. But you, of

course, in addition to being a social

activist interested in the new

economy, are also a venture capitalist

working with investment

technologies, among other things.

Have you found a way to monetize

this platform, particularly for your

development company?

Isaac Mao:The protocol is open, but I

am trying to invest in new businesses

to adopt the share bank system,

plugging into their existing business

models that for the moment only care

about money. For now we have to live

in a world in which a business must

still stand up in the traditional world,

but as much as we want the money

back we also want more businesses

sharing better goods and services

with the public. We want people

buzzing and mentioning. We see that

this could happen within two to five

years, with more social values for the

business in which we invest today.

That’s our belief. And we can get more

products and services sold to the

traditional world this way. Looking at

consumer psychology, they believe

the mentions of other people. And

today we only use one part of the

sharing system, one particular

value–we like people to mention our

business, so we reward tastemakers

who like to share information. If we

can get their attention, get them

buzzing, we might be able to create

influence over people who don’t like

to share.

Robin Peckham: Does Coca-Cola or

any other corporate entity have to pay

you in order to use the protocol? Or is
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your business model is all external

services?

Isaac Mao: No. I don’t want to charge

anyone to use an open sharing

system. Or the conceptual design

work. However, we may launch some

kind of Sharism University program to

teach people how to design their

product and build their business along

these lines. We may collaborate with

certain MBA schools on how to

develop curricula and demo courses

on how to redefine businesses, or on

how to invest in sharing and social

media in order to enable you to earn

more from your business strategy.

This kind of work could generate

money from training and teaching. It’s

a kind of service.

Robin Peckham:And what about user

data? Are you collecting, caching, or

keeping in any profitable way?

Isaac Mao: We want that data to

reside on different clouds that may be

required to automatically synchronize

data, or work through conflicts of

record inconsistency. This is a kind of

social power as well. The system, from

initial conception to its current state,

has become more and more integral,

explaining on its own those missing

parts of the world. Traditionally, we

do business with one track and charity

with another. If an evil man makes a

lot of money and then does good

things after a long time, there might

not be any records of his wrongdoing.

That’s not fair. Naturally we try to

integrate every part of human

behavior: business, creativity, and

information. So the world can

hopefully become more just, as in our

imagination. The theory of really

doctrine of Sharism is becoming more

and more integral to self-

implementation. More and more

people are joining this research, but

it’s certainly not completed yet. I still

have to do more to evangelize, to try

to get more people to develop these

technical portions in order to see

through the inefficient parts of the

system so we can implement and

adjust it in the real world. But we have

a good mission.

Robin Peckham: Do you have a launch

date for the protocol yet?

Isaac Mao: We want to try to do some

soft launch activities first, like the

upcoming Sharism conference during

the Get it Louder festival in Shanghai
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in late October and different training

or educational events in different

areas for MBAs, businesses, artists,

and educators. The technical

implementation could be more

mature at that point. Roughly, I think

maybe by the end of 2011 we might

have a more official announcement

about the project first, and then a

publishing date for my Sharism book

with a stronger collection of more

supporting historical theories. This is

not a theory that was developed

overnight, but is rather based on a

large number of educational

examples. It’s not just for business.

We want students and teachers to

share, to become another realm of

sharing. The system is not just one-

directional; it is far more complex. We

want to inherit the legacies of

behaviorism, constructivism, and so

on, helping students to understand

that if they share more, they can gain

more from their surroundings and

build their confidence. More

confidence for the children could be a

beautiful thing. They could trust the

world. They could trust their

surroundings. That’s Sharism.

http://sharism.org/

http://www.isaacmao.com/
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Back To The Square. Shinji Murakami And
Neoarcadism

Mathias Jansson

When the video game industry in USA

crashed in 1983 it was the beginning

of the golden age for the Japanese

videogames with companies as

Nintendo and Sega. Top stars game

designer as Shigeru Miyamoto,

created during this period legendary

videogames as Super Mario, Donkey
Kong and The Legend of Zelda.

The RGP genre took a big jump when

Hironobu Sakaguchi presented the

successful RPG series Final Fantasy in

1987. With such a historical

background you would think that

Japan, as USA and Europe, have a

strong tradition with contemporary

artists inspired by videogames and

that you would find regular

exhibitions with Game Art in the

country. After all Japan is the

promised land of popular culture. But

surprisingly it is very quiet from the

Japanese Game Art scene. An

exception is the Japanese artist Shinji

Murakami, who was born in 1980 in

Osaka and grew up, as he self

describes it on a healthy diet of 8-bit

computer games, with 
The Legend of

Zelda
 as a favourite.

Currently there is a strong retro-trend

and interest in the old 8-bit graphics

from people working with arts. It is

not only in the art world you can find

this trend. In music there is a large

stage for chip music by composers as

Nullsleep, Bitshifter and Goto80 and

on the indie gamescene 8-bit style

games is very common with famous

game creators as Cactus, Mark Essen

and Jason Rohrer. You can also find a

lot of examples in design where

designers borrow elements from old

arcade games and characters. An

explanation to this retro-trend is that

the computer generation or the pixel

generation has grown up and is

looking back to its childhood

graphical worlds and aesthetics for

inspiration.
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In the art field you can find many

artists who in various ways are

inspired by the classic 8-bit

videogames aesthetic. There are so

many different examples that I would

dare to call it an own art style, and I

would call it Neoarcadism. What is

then characteristic for Neoarcadism?

Its art inspired by 8-bits graphics,

which tries to emulate this ancient

graphic expression, both in digital and

analogue art objects.

The objects are often build with help

of squares in different colours making

the picture look edgy as graphic with

low resolution. Neoarcadism can be

seen as a reaction to today’s

computer graphics, which tries to be

hyper-realistic and imitate reality as

much as possible. You can find a

parallel in the history of art. When

photograph was introduced in the

1800s, there was suddenly a new

medium that could portray reality

accurately, and the artist found it

difficult to compete with

photography’s detailed realism in

portraits and landscape paintings.

Instead they began to explore

alternative ways of describing reality,

which in time resulted in various isms

as surrealism, cubism, futurism,

naivism etc.

n the same way neoarcadism could be

seen as a reaction of today’s super-

realism in graphics, but also as a

nostalgic approach and investigation

of the beginning of videogames.

Another important part of

Neoarcadism is the close relationship

to handicraft. These artists are often

interested in traditional art forms as

mosaics, sculptures, paintings, or in

the case of Murakami stamps on

wooden blocks or silkscscreen print.

The use motif and inspiration from

videogames but transfers the digital

image to traditional art objects where

you can find trace of the artists hand.

The French street artist Space Invader

is a good example; he works with

mosaics of famous 8-bit characters

from games like Space Invaders and

Pac-Man. These handmade mosaics

are placed around the world in

different cities. In recent time, he has

also started to build sculptures with

the help of Rubik’s cubes. Each cube

could be used as 3×3 pixel grid with 6

different colours. He calls these

sculptures for Rubik-Cubism.
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Other examples are the Swedish artist

Kristoffer Zetterstrand who is trained

as a traditional painter and creates

paintings with a mash up of reference

to art history and classic arcade

games and in the process he tries to

emulate the typical 8-bit feel in his

paintings. Zetterstrand has also made

several public mosaics where he

makes pictures inspired by arcade

game. Mosaic or similar materials are

popular in neoarcadism with artist as

Norbert Bayer aka Mr.Ministeck,

Benjamin Teck, and Arno Coenen for

example. Mosaic reminds a lot of how

8-bit graphics was created in the

beginning. You made bitmap graphic

where you added square to square in

different colours to create sprites,

objects, landscape and characters.

We talked about these issues with

Shinji Murakami

Mathias Jansson: On you homepage

you say that you was “raised on a

healthy diet of classic 8-bit video

games”. What are so fascinating with

8-bit graphic and what kind of games

inspires you?

Shinji Murakami: I love the simple

expressions, and minimalism in the

games. Other important thing is the

nostalgia, because I was crazy about

Nintendo (NES and Super NES) when I

was a kid. I think it’s amazing that

Nintendo’s famous 8-bit characters

could express so much with only 16×16

pixels! And how they created these

very large worlds with recycling

limited materials in each game is also

fascinating. The kind of game that

inspires me most is role-playing game

and side-view action game, especially

role-playing game like the first Zelda.

Mathias Jansson:You started as a

street artist and used to tag cities with

your 8-bit characters Boco and Kid
Snz. Can you tell me something about

these characters?

Shinji Murakami: Yes, I started as a

street artist, by putting stones in the

streets which I painted and tagged. I

couldn’t tag on the walls at first,

because I was very afraid of being

arrested. I don’t like the writers who

tag the names that sound like English,

I mean most Japanese can’t speak

English well.  A also felt a sense of

incongruity in working with the

European or American style. So I

began tagging the image of the sword

and the shield, those images are

inspired from stereotype items of
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RPG. Next I drew a lot of characters to

find my favourites ones as my new

tags. A girl friend of mine chooses a

special one from those characters. I

obeyed her choice, because I believe

in the intuition of the girl, because the

character “Kawaii” (means cute in

Japanese). That’s the original Boco.

Boco’s concept is a simple drawing

which looks likes a kid’s drawing. It

means kid’s drawing with a minimum

expression of drawing like 8-bit

graphic is a minimum of a bitmap

image. And I think that Kid Snz
expresses most of minimum bitmap

graphic by only 9×7 pixels.

Mathias Jansson: What do you think

about street art as an illegal act?

Shinji Murakami: My opinion about

street art is contradiction. Did you see

my street work that bombed the

billboard? I put the logo of NIKE or

NISSAN on the same place with my

drawing. In this case, I tried an

experiment that people will recognize

those billboards show true

advertisement by putting a logo. One

more thing, though it is an illegal act,

but some gallery owners such as

Jeffrey Deitch very like it, and a

market is formed. I just think that the

scenery on the street is going to be

unimaginative if street art disappears.

 Mathias Jansson: In a series called

RPG you have worked with maps, for

example you have created a map over

Central Park in New York in Final
Quest 1 style? Can you tell me how

this RGP maps are created and why

you choose to work with a style that

reminisces about an old Japanese art

style which uses stamps on wooden

panel?

Shinji Murakami:“If I made a tree icon

and put a lot of them next to each

other, I’d be able to make a forest

map!” This was the little light bulb of

an idea that started my map artwork

in 2003. I put my original stamps with

images of “Map data” and “Item data”

on the wood panel which had a white

painted background. The “Character

data” I draw with a marker. I used to

make only small works, because the

rooms are small in Japan. So the

stamp was matched for the method

to repeat the image for that size. The

surface of the canvas had small

irregularities, so I use the wood panel

that is more flat than canvas. I am not

conscious that my work could remind

of a particularly Japanese old style. In
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fact, after I moved to New York, I used

silk-screening to make bigger sizes.

 Mathias Jansson: In your latest work

you have started to explore 3D-8bit?

What was it that made you go from

2D to 3D?

Shinji Murakami: Yes, I am trying to

explore the art of 3D-8bit. In Japan in

2005, there was a joint marketing

campaign between Pepsi and

Nintendo gaining recognition for its

production of a 3D-8bit version of

Super Mario Bros. Japan has a big

Otaku culture today, so a lot of new

figures (it means like a toy doll) are

always released, but this product

excited me and was very inspiring. I

always want to discover new styles,

and I was interested in making a

sculpture in a new style. As an artist

that has continued to utilize 8-bit

games as a motif in his artwork, I felt

compelled to create my own 3D-8bit

artwork, and in 2009, I completed

Fruits Bowl.

Mathias Jansson: Can you tell me

some about the Japanese Game Art

scene? Are the many contemporary

artists inspired by videogames in

Japan today? And are there any

interest from art museum and

galleries to show this kind of art?

Shinji Murakami: First there is a

necessary thing to explain,

unfortunately there is almost no

market for contemporary art in Japan

today, and there is almost no culture

of purchasing art. It is a big reason

that I moved to New York. In fact,

people in Japan don’t understand why

the Japanese artist Takashi Murakami

is famous in the world, and they are

not curious about it. There are a lot of

art museums and galleries in Japan,

but it seems to be a place for the

elderly to entertain themselves. Some

galleries collect money from artists to

loan their space. Do you think that is

attractive art scene with such a

situation?  Do you believe that there

are any critics who have an advanced

review? I don’t think so. There are a lot

of artists who use motif from Manga

or Anime in the tradition of Takashi

Murakami, but it is rare with video

game artist. There is my prejudice to

some extent, but I mean the answer

to this question is almost: No!

http://www.snz-e.com/
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Human Screens. An Interview With Chris
O’shea

Silvia Bertolotti

Chris O’Shea is one of the most

popular international graphic and

interaction designer, based in London,

whose work focuses on the possible

interaction mechanisms between man

and machine, as well as on the design

of artistic works, often by dimension

of play and irony, that bring into

question our sense perceptions and

common experiences of the outside

world.

In addition to pursuing his career as

an artist, Chris O ‘Shea has been

curator of the exhibit Cybersonica in

2006 and he is the founder and

creator of the project Pixelsumo, a

blog dedicated to digital culture,

generative graphics, installations and

interactive art. For many years one of

the references in the Web as well as a

privileged observers on artistic

creativity through the use of

interactive software and hardware

technologies.

Among his most important works, we

can not forget Beacon (2009) and

interactive kinetic light installation

created with the Cinimod Studio.

Beacon uses a grid of emergency

lights that light up in relation to the

movement of the spectators walking

into the space. This project uses

standard industrial lights specially

modified to be controlled

independently.

The lights use inputs from different

thermal cameras that have been

adapted to record the movement of

people into space. It uses standard

technologies for industrial use, put in

relation to human behavior and its

dynamism, in a playful and active

involvement.
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O’Shea was also co-founder, with J.

Gethin Lewis and A. Muller, of another

project in 2007 called This Happened,
launched in London and still active

along with a dedicated website

http://www.thishappened.org. This

project brings together a series of

events around everything is going on

“behind the scenes” of design.

Interaction design is the field of This
Happened to look open and cross the

boundaries of a world, the one of

business and design companies,

sometimes too close to the outside.

Events, presentations, debates and

discussions to explore the background

of a product and its creative process.

“Having ideas is easier than making

them happen”, the authors write on

the website. The exploration of the

concept behind a product and its

production process is an essential

contribution to the future design of

new objects. For this reason, it

becomes important to develop

methods and productive ideas. This is

the idea behind This Happened ,

which sees the participation of every

person who wants to contribute to

any of the events in different

countries around the world, following

the settings of a 2.0 blog. Everyone

can participate, from students to

professionals. In this case, the

interaction becomes real involvement.

Coming back to more artistic works

and installations, other projects by

Chris O’Shea were 

Cybrid Landscape

(2004), in which a three-dimensional

landscape is created from physical

space through the interaction and 

Out
of Bonds

 (2007).

His most recent performance took

place in Brussels, within the Media

Facade Festival Europe 2010. 

Hands
from Above 

was an interactive and

playful work, presented through an

urban screen. During the

performance, passers-by are seen

projected onto the screen and

grabbed, rolled and moved in real

time by a large red hand. The “playful

manipulations” are influenced by the

physical movement of people and the

weather outside. Passers-by were

playfully disturbed during their daily

activities and put into an artistic

dimension, inside their own daily lives.
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With Chris O’Shea we talked about

this last project, meetig him in

Brussels during the wide urban

exhibition touring through different

European cities from the last 27th of

August to 3rd of October 2010.

Silvia Bertolotti: How Hand From
Above has been realized, starting

from the idea?

Chris O’Shea: Once the project had

been commissioned, I had set about

planning how the software would

work. I programmed it in c++, using an

open source toolkit called

openFrameworks and image

processing using openCV. Having

used cameras in my work many times

before, I had also built up a set of

code libraries that I had wrote to

achieve various tasks. The first test of

the software was just a live video

feed, a static image of the hand that I

could position with the mouse. It was

interesting to see people even

reacting to that, and of course

enjoying seeing themselves on screen.

My first real test of the work on the

public was the day before the launch,

because the time scale was so short.

Silvia Bertolotti: Where did the idea

and the inspiration for this work come

from? What’s the main point, a part

the fact of questioning about our daily

(and unquestioned) routine?

Chris O’Shea: The main idea was that I

wanted people to feel small, that

there was this other being that could

pick us up or squash us.  Changing the

daily routine was mainly due to the

location of the screens in public

space, getting people to stop and

enjoy something whilst on the way to

the shops.

Silvia Bertolotti: Hand from Above has

been presented in many cities,

including Tokyo, London, Korea for

the INDAF Festival and recently

Brussels, in occasion of the MFFE.

Which was in your opinion the most

interesting location? Could you

describe the different reactions from

the audience depending of the world

place?

Chris O’Shea: Actually I don’t have a

favorite location. Each screening had

its own interesting context for display,

from shopping centre to arts festival.

 People have generally reacted to it in
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the same way in each location, there

seem to be no cultural barriers so far.

Everyone walks away smiling.

Silvia Bertolotti: In general, and in

these two mentioned works in

particular, you focus on interaction.

Which is the role of technology in the

interactive art? Do you believe in a

sort of “digital art 2.0″?

Chris O’Shea: For me the technology

in my work isn’t important and is not

the focus of the work. Although it’s

obvious technology is used, its hidden

away and not explained to the user.

 The focus for me is the human

aspect, the way people behave.

Silvia Bertolotti: The emphasis in

some of your works is also the play.

Which is its dimension?

Chris O’Shea: Play is important, to all

ages, as its how we learn how the

world around us works. Like art, it can

also make us think differently about

ourselves. In my works I hope to take

people out of the everyday and fill

them with joy and wonder.  I aim to

stimulate curiosity, allow people to

make believe, explore and discover

their imaginations. More importantly,

to smile.

Silvia Bertolotti: Getting back to 
Hand

from above
, why did you decide to

perform in the urban spaces?

Chris O’Shea:What I like about the

outdoor screens is that you can reach

an audience that perhaps wouldn’t

normally go into a gallery or museum,

it makes it more accessible.

Silvia Bertolotti:Any plans for the

future? Are you currently working on

something new?

Chris O’Shea: Yes always but I can’t

say anything about it until it’s ready
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Perhaps watch my website and

twitter @chrisoshea to see when new

projects are posted.

http://www.chrisoshea.org/
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Shadows Of Videoart. The New Era Of “quite
Images”

Antonio Caronia

Let us randomly pick up two recent

Italian events of digital art. In these

days the group Alterazioni Video is

presenting its last work, Violent
Paintings, at the Galleria Fabio Paris in

Brescia. It consists in a number of

images found on the web, passed

several times between the five

members of the collective, each of

them intervening on each image.

The “violence” might consist in an

alienating and ironic -albeit harmless-

Photoshop intervention, in a more

consistent change of medium (from

digital images to prints and then to

digital images again, perhaps using

deformed materials), in whatever

other distortion of the native image.

But in the end, the actual violence, as

the artists write, is the one that “the

very images inflict to the spectator,

who is challenged to make some

sense of the big jam of amateurish

and pornographic images, of cheesy

special effects and reproductions of

artworks”.

We could also find violence in Ciriaco

Campus -one of the most

idiosyncratic and coherent artists on

the Italian scene today- latest work.
CTMM- Centre for the Treatment of
Medial Material was presented in

Rome at Mercedes’ Smart Electric

Drive

(

http://www.digicult.it/2010/SmartUrb

anStageTheFutureOfTheCity.asp) last

July, where it has been the cause of

some frictions with the organizers,

due to the supposedly excessive

crudity of some images; it is a device

that collects digital multimedia

materials, and that also implicates the

disposal of some of those materials.

Actually, destruction and disposal are

the real core of this conceptual

machine. In fact, the video illustrating

the project shows with digital images

a sort of huge paperweight pressing

some images assessed as

representative (in a negative way, it
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seems) of past 50 years of history. In

order to create, through this process

of elimination, “clean energy”, as the

artist says.

We can clearly observe how both

works (in other respects obviously

extremely different) have a

“conceptual” (in the “conceptual art”

sense) attitude, where the image does

not constitute the subject nor the final

outcome of the operation, but rather

some sort of raw material to be used

for constructing a process aimed to

propose a reflection, to trigger

reactions. It is actually bright clear

since some time now, that the

primary concern of artist nowadays is

certainly not producing new images

(medial ones too, and actually

especially medial ones, therefore

electronic or digital images).

Contemporary influential artistic

practices do rather tend to suggest

new patterns of interaction between

images, as well as new ways to look at

them or new contexts where to look

at them. They, in short, develop

devices  capable of creating atypical

paths and of purposing displacing,

deranging, surprising editing, within

the flux of images in which we

perpetually drown. We can realize

how, all in all, there’s more than

enough images around in the world,

since way more than a century, as

everything began with the creation of

the illustrated newsmagazine in 1880.

Quickly schematizing, between the

two founding jests for videoart, both

of them made by Nam June Paik

around the mid-sixties (to wander

around with his Portapak, Sony’s first

tape recorder,  to fix down sounds

and visions of everyday life; and

applying magnets on a television in

order to distort the images), the one

that revealed to be the most radical

and  influent was the second, more

than the first.

In short, a profusion of images: first

the tv, today the Internet too, thus

provide an inextinguishable quantity

of material to work on. The artist has

no need to add new images up to all

the ones that exist already: he can

therefore focus on the rereading,

editing and distortion processes.

Moreover, he can slip into the game of

relations between images that already

exists spontaneously, apparently

without any “artistic” intention, amidst

“mass” producers and consumers.
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Today we have at disposal a quantity

of technologies allowing us to create

and edit images for such low prices

that virtually everyone can be able to

produce photos and videos, not even

needing to have deep technical

knowledge. Vernacular Video, as this

phenomenon has already been

dubbed, is the base on which social

networks, namely the websites living

(and profiting) on user-generated

content, have grown. Youtube makes

a good example.

The quantity of videos that are daily

flooded on this and other similar

platforms is amazing – although the

percentage of users that still

contributes today to enrich the

platform with new content is indeed

wretched – and in a few year time it

gave origin to a large number of

genders and subgenders, old and

new, which are all indispensable to be

acknowledged by who’d want to

really find his way through this jungle

of material. Domenico Quaranta

recently documented on Flash Art the

phenomenon of artists working,

mixing, reworking, and also respond

to videos found on YouTube

(“Vernacular video”, Flash Art n. 285,

July 2010): Jodi, Petra Cortright, Oliver

Laric, Alterazioni Video, Brody Condon

and many others, spend increasingly

more time on the Web in search of

material to use for creating new

editing, installations, or even just

playlists. “When everybody is

producing media, selection becomes

the only way of producing content.”

writes Quaranta referring to Bourriad.

This is certainly truth, though it seems

to me to create more new problems

than solving the old ones. I hereby list

some of those. The first and more

direct seems to be the fact that n the

very moment when the availability of

technologies for production and

publication soars the number of

images creators, the figure of the

author staggers. When everyone

produces media, hence becoming a

media “author”, there is no author

anymore. Or, anyhow, the author

might risk not to be recognized as

older and master of an excellence in

the field he chose.

Could it be that, behind all the surfing,

mixing and remixing of YouTube

videos, is hiding the unconfessed

need to resuscitate and retrain the

figure of the author? Within official art

scene, the one of galleries and

catalogues, the author does not
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disappear thank to a market

mechanism (I couldn’t fathom how

solid and stable that is but there is)

which selects and creates “successful

artists”.  In that case the best artist are

the ones that are quoted the highest.

But what about the social networks’

world? What’s the criteria here?

Popularity and number of visits to

one’s page? Or is it still the distinction

accorded by a restricted group of

peers, them being other artists of

critics? That’s unclear.

Now, I do not believe that the search

for visibility, popularity, success is a

bad thing in itself (even when it’s

doomed to be a failure). Nevertheless,

it seems to me that the disappearance

or “reduction” of the author as a figure

is an almost logical side effect of the

“democratization” of images

production. Hence then, the artist

should in my opinion reflect (and then

choose) on the criteria and

parameters on which he claims for its

activity to be ratified. It’s blatantly

clear how the main ambiguity

videoart faced between 19878 and

1980 was to face an activity that had

already become mostly selecting and

combining, rather than creating “from

nothing”, trying to keep an old criteria:

“style” in the sense of “brand”. of

fingerprinting the created forms,

rhythms, editing.

Bill Viola, to name one. Do we really

think it’s achievable to maintain an

“artistic quality” of that kind with net

art, vying and surfing too?  Are we

truly interested in keeping alive the

shadow of that videoart? Or ins’t it

that the practices Quaranta writes

about do as a point of fact push for

other “qualities” in this kind of artistic

activity? Isn’t the “re-combiner” artist

and adjuvant of the very processes on

which it lives, hasn’t he got the role of

stimulating the “others”, the “non-

artists” the “mass-artists”, to widen,

improve and differentiate their

production? And give a sense to that,

maybe?

Then, the second main problem. I am

not struck by the impression that the

main risk of a “democratization”, a

virtually unlimited growth of

creatives, would be that of having

“too many artists” and thus no artists

at all. If some prophecies from XXth

century avant-garde (surprisingly

cited by the latest Foucault) fulfill, like

the one of “turning one’s very life into

an artwork”, that would as a matter of

fact be the act of – finally –
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recognizing the “common” spirit of art

(I don’t mean “collective”. That’d mean

to just flatten down the differences

between individuals; I mean

“common” as making able utter in

different ways the potential for

expression that each one of us

carries), thus realizing a desirable

condition, where everyone could

(most probably) be able to express his

own unique contents and style.

So the risk doesn’t really lay here. It

exists in the fact that a combination of

mass-technology, mass-syntax,

mass-tastes, might end up in

producing undifferentiated things

that all look the same – the average

taste of an epoch. Maybe here Wilém

Flusser can help: the Czech theorist

passed away in 1991, had had the time

for elaborating a very personal and

acute point of view about the new

images. He called them “the technical

images”, mainly referring to

photographs, but his remarks may

apply in extent to digital images;

those definitions are actually even

more appropriate in the latter case,

since the concept on which Flusser

based himself was “program”.

A camera, he used to say, is in fact an

“apparatus” based on a “program”, an

intentional plan transplanted inside

these machines by the designer or the

maker. Photographs are “crafty-

technically created images, created to

give an appearance of objectivity to

the viewer.” (Wilém Flusser, “La

cultura dei media”, Bruno Mondadori

2004, p. 73). The photographer (as

well as the artist-photographer)

believe he is producing “unique”

images whilst he is merely realizing

the built-in program of the camera.

There is, however, a possibility to

deceit the camera’s program,

according to Flusser. The chance to

create “images that stand obliquely

under the showers of images; images

which would force the devices to

function against their own apparatical

progress.” (ibid.)

Flusser calls those “quiet images” or

“transapparatical”, able to “show what

there is of utterly peculiar of human

imagination, irreplaceable and 

impossible to simulate.” (p.77) in a
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word, impossible to be automated or

programmed. Good. Because the re-

combiner artist takes the

commitment to not only produce new

images going beyond the

machineries, but also to widen such

practice as much as it is possible, to

affect the largest number of people,

introducing this practice instead of

the homologating one which leads to

automation.

Thinking about it, behind this

devaluation of the images,

consequent to their copiousness, lays

a very simple reason. Why did visual

arts, from Lescaux to Picasso and

slightly further, until mid-XX century,

identified itself so deeply with the

image? Because constructing an

artificial image (either “realistic” or

“fantastic”) was a hard, very hard work

indeed. One had to master

complicated techniques: gather or

create series of objects to trace signs

on a surface, know how to create

coloured substances (solid or liquid)

that could be spread, dispose all those

signs and  colours on the surface (that

being a canvas, the wall of a building

or a cave-wall) in a way that could

evoke in the viewers’ mind known

objects and being, so that they’d

“seem” trees and rivers, bisons and

hunters, dames and knights, kings and

popes, bourgeoises and workers.

Recreating an artificial “space”

imitating the natural environment

required a really complex teknè, as

the Greeks said (in fact, by teknè they

meant both “technique” and “art”,

since those actually were the same

thing). Digital techniques

accomplished what photography in

the mid-19th century had started:

they made it easy and even obvious

(so achievable for anybody) to

reproduce a space on a surface.

Flusser’s “machines’ program”, in the

end, was nothing more than this: to

show a space that is dominated,

colonized, mapped, tamed – and

therefore made accessible and

reproducible for all  human beings: by

only pushing a button. All human

spatial imagination that was possible

to be “mechanized” (reducible to an

algorithm) was drawn from the mind

and transferred into cameras and

videocameras digital softwares.

How will then be possible to create

new “original” and “quiet” images, as

Flusser called them? It would surely

be too hard to do that acting only on

the spacial dimension. One must
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intervene on time too, incorporating it

in still images, alter it and build an

artificial time that differs from the

“spontaneous” time of moving

images. Every single videomaker

knows that. The editing, that is,

subdues the “natural” flux of images

to the constrained, “unnatural”

artificial time, hence creating the film,

the video, the audiovisual.

Moreover, “time contamination” is

also at the base of a recombining,

remixing and distortion work,

applicable to the “spontaneous”

images found on the Internet. At first

impression, time might seem to be

simply-structured, linear unchanging,

perpetually, identically repeating

itself; whilst space appears to be more

complex, jagged, hidden, modifiable

and deformable. Such impression,

though, disappears as soon as we

compare, for instance, the social

standardized time of clocks and

watches with the capricious, rebel,

idiosyncratic time of individual

perception. Vernacular videos, the

protean, creative manipulation of

“found images”, are nothing but the

contamination of their very spacial

matter with the substance of time.

Inventive work, imagination freed

from algorithms, brings images to

new life, showing in them the very

timeframe which they were created

and that the fact of being frozen in a

“product” had temporarily hidden.

http://www.fabioparisartgallery.com

/

http://www.alterazionivideo.com/
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